Pitts family glad to have Navajo baby home. See page 6
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Solar saves

money for
lecturer
By Katarina Jonholt
Daily staff writer
Environmental studies lecturer
Frank Schiavo is an example of a
man who practices what he
preaches.
He lives in a solar home, buries
leftovers in a compost pile and re-

Amnesty
deadline
creates
turmoil
LOS ANGELES (API
Armando Reyes bided his time for
nearly a year. waiting for the immigration service to reveal its amnesty
program was a cruel trick. But facing the deadline. Reyes took his
place in line to sign up.
The Mexican -born Reyes and
thousands of others jammed lines
outside and inside U.S. Immigration
and Naturalization Service offices
nationwide Monday as the clock
ticked toward a Wednesday midnight deadline fir applying for amnesty and the right to become a U.S.
citizen.
In Miami, the applicants lined up
two days in advance to be assured
help Monday morning. In Houston.
they brought lawn chairs. ice chests
and toys for the long wait. In Los
Angeles, aliens conceded they had
been putting it off, but now there
was no time left for procrastination.
"I was afraid before, hut now
there’s no more time to he scared,"
Reyes said, as he stood outside the
Wilshire Boulevard office in Los
Angeles. ready to apply for himself,
his wife and two daughters.
"A good friend says it’s not a
trick, and now I realize I have to
think of my family."
Reyes, 39. a janitor who came to
the United Stales in 1978 from
Aguas Calientes, said he easily assembled the papers needed to prove
his family had lived here since Jan.
1.1982 as required by the 19861m migration Reform and Control Act.
One of the authors of the legislation was in Los Angeles on Monday. and he gave a message of reassurance to those hoping for a life in
the United States.
"Wednesday night at 12 o’clock
we will take anyone in the line, all
over the United States." said U.S.
Senator Alan Simpson. R -Wyoming, who donned an ornate sombrero. "(They) will receive status in
the United States that removes them
from a fearful sub-culture of human
beings."
Nationwide. the INS had received
1.2 million applicants by Monday.
said Harold Ezell, the INS’ western
regional commissioner.

(Schiavo) lives in a solar home and buries leftovers in a
compost pile. His PG&E bill last month was $12.
cycles all other waste. His PG&E
bill last month was $12.
His south San Jose neighbors. in
almost identical tract houses, pay
$90-$100 per month.
In the late 1960s, Schiavo was a
physics student at SJSU, with an
interest in car racing. A graduate
class in conservation of the earth’s
resources changed his life, he said.
After he graduated. he pioneered
an environmental studies program
at Willow Glen High School before

The receptors on the roof generate energy. which provides hot
water for the household, shared by
Schiavo. his wife, Linda, and her
daughter. Deja.
The water is stored in a tank in
the garage. When the weather is
had for long periods of time and the
temperature of the water falls
below 80 degrees. a gas heater automatically kicks in and contributes
the extra power.
See SOLAR, page S

Excalibur unleashed!

Senator wants
fee waived for
needy students
By Vie Vogler
Daily staff writer
Academic Senator Jim Walters
proposed Monday that financial aid
packages absorb some of the cost of
the 100W pre-test.
He said that loan and grant budgets should be adjusted to "reflect"
the need of some financial aid students.
"There are a lot of kids who don’t
have money." Walters said. "On a
need -based thing. (readjustment)
.((uld be equitable."
He added that students who can
afford the $25 Writing Skills Test
should pay for it even if they receive financial aid. But those in dire
Financial need should qu.ilil Ii
tee waiver, he said.
On Walters’ request. Academic
Senate Chairman Louie Barozzi
asked the financial aid office to consider the student senator’s proposal.
But according to John Bradbury. associate director of financial aid.
"It’s just in the talking stage at this
point.
As far as I knots, we have not
(!t agreed whether or not it’s going
to happen." he added.
The WST test packet states that financial aid students of "extremely
limited financial resources" may already qualify for a tee waiver. Out
of every $25 exam fee. the Office of
Testing and Evaluation budgets 20
cents for the waiver fund. director
Mara Southern said last week.
Financial aid does not contribute
to this fund. said Dick Pfaff. a financial aid administrator.
"We have no money to give (students)," he said. "We’re just pro-

’There are a lot of
kids who don’t have
money. On a needbased thing.
(readjustment)
would be equitable.’
Jim Walters,
academic senator
cessing the fee waiver." Pfaff added
that the testing office "can handle
only a very limited numbei of fee
waivers."
See 100W. page 8

SJSU alumnus wins
most delegate votes

Dan Sweeney Daily staff photographer
‘+.1 St l’resident Gail Fullerton relives the legend
of King Arthur as she draws the sword out of the

Student turns down
research competition
By Joe S. Kappla
Daily staff writer
One of the 10 students selected to
represent SJSU at this week’s California State University student research competition has withdrawn
from the exercise.
Disclosing this in an interview last
week. Serena Stanford. the program
coordinator, said that the student’s
withdrawal stemmed from employment commitiments. The student,
whose name is being withheld for
professional reasons, is said to be
from the School of Engineering.
According to the last SJSU research forum, two outstanding students were selected from the School
of Engineering to participate in the ,
upcoming research competition.
Khushran S. Chhor was selected for
"his work on state-of-the-art designs
and applications of electrically erasable programmable read only memories while Clifford Teoh was selected because he "demonstrated
exceptional research abilities in his

coming to SJSU in 1975.
Two triangular-shaped solar receptors on the roof set Schiavo’s
house apart from the others in the
area. The roof is covered with plywood and sun-repellant yellow
polyester fabric instead of shingles.
But apart from this, the aesthetic
differences are negligible. The
house, covered by junipers, pines
and other "drought resistant"
shrub and hushes, is barely visible
from the street.

Wednesday. May

work on pitting corrosion of high
strength aluminum alloys in an acid rain environment."
Stanford said that the research
committee or the administration cannot persuade the student to change
his mind since that is left entirely
with the student to participate or not
to participate. She. however. regretted that the student’s withdrawal
at the I I th hour has prevented other
desirous students from participating
in the competition since there is no
other way now to bring in a substitute.
She said there is no administrative
or academic policy to hind the student to compete; rather, she continued, it should he perceived as an
honor bestowed upon the student to
participate and win a prize. She
hopes that for the next competition.
SJSU will provide alternate candidates in the event of a withdrawal
due to some extenuating factors.
All CSU campuses will be repSee WITHDRAW, page 8

stone. Fullerton is helping promote the Unitersit
Theatre’s upcoming production of "Camelot."

Africans
celebrate
freedom
By I.isa Walker
Daily staff writer
"What is our day," said Nehanda Imam, co -chairperson
for African Liberation
(AID). "Most nationalities
have a day (to represent then
cultural
May 27-28 will mark the
30th anniversary of ALD which
is designated to celebrate and
unite African people.
AID is a national celebration which is recognized in
various parts of the United
States, the Virgin Islands,
France. Canada and England.
’’(AID) is not just an AfroAmerican program, it’s an international program which is
celebrated in just about every
corner in the world," lmara
said.
See FREEDOM, page

By Dani Parkin
ble. ’
Daily staff writer
"I was overwhelmed by the comThree SJSU students ran in the plexity and the opportunity the DemDukakis 13th district Democratic ocratic party gives tor anyone, anycaucus delegate selection. But the one to participate in politics." said
top vote getter was SJSU alumnus Tompkison after her first Demoand County Supervisor Rod Diridon.
cratic caucus.
SJSU student Catherine ompkiShe enjoyed the caucus. "It was
son finished in the top third of the 42 politics at its finest with no holds
candidates.
barred. Complete mayhem straight
The top vote getters have an op- out of Citizen Cane the wheeling
portunity to go to the National Dem- and dealing going (in is incredible.
, toafic Convention in Atlanta in
The other students didn’t win hut
ILO .
seemed enthusiastic. said TompkiOf the total of 336 Democratic son. They were Carol Frausto and
delegates for all candidates. 205 are Dan Davis. both seniors and political
chosen in these district elections. science ma)ors.
Tompkison was very encouraged by
"It was a positive experience.
the vote and plans to run for an at
I’ve lost elections hetore.’ Davis
large position in which an additional said.
68 of the delegates are chosen.
1
He said he had run because "I’m a
Paul Sonneman. secretary for the strong democrat and I lose politics."
Santa Clara Young Democrats who
Sonneman explained Tomkison
attended the caucus, said, "She would base a good chance in the al wasn’t known in the community and large selection because the CaliforSec CAI VI’S. page 8
to get that many votes is remarka-

Student, professor co-edit collection

Matthew E Durham -- Daily stall photographer
Dianne Hay wood, left. and Meg Bowman are collaborating on a collection qf poems and other storks titled "Readings for Older Women."

By Dani Parkin
Daily staff writer
The often adversarial relationship
between teacher and student melted
down this semester when Sociology
Professor Meg Bowman and Dianne
Haywood. an &1St! biological sciences major. got together to create a
hook.
The hook. "Readings for Older
Women." will be a collection of
poems. readings, articles and quotations scheduled for completion and
publication in 1989.
"The purpose is to make older
women feel good about themselves
- to negate the idea that you’re getting old and wrinkled and you’re
going to die an old biddy," Bowman
said.
She explained. "Older women
have no rituals, they need to celebrate menopause. We need to celebrate the fact that we’re alive and not
dead."
This is the third hook Bowman
has published. All of her other works
have also been collections with her
See AUTHORS, page 8
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Affliction tests
real courage
If it’s true that atk ersity builds chai ,i,ter. then
at least one parent of an SJSU student should be extremely proud of her moral and ethical strength.
That parent’s name is Tina Houts. and one
source of adversity in her life is an affliction called
narcolepsy.
Narcolepsy is an
illness that plagues
its victims ss ith sudden and uncontrollable attacks of deep
sleep.
Houts also has
emphysema and cataplexy.
’The cataplexy
means if I get excited, angry or start
laughing. I ant immeHazel
diately unconscious
Whitman
f in my feet. and fall
with no hope of protecting myself from the fall.’’ Flouts said.
She described a time she fell in a Santa Clara
County Courthouse: it took place during her divorce proceedings.
"I had one had one in the lobby of the courthouse. The paramedics and the firemen were
called." Hoots said.
During her divorce hearing Houts was required
hi prove that her sleep disorder was not pyschosomat ic .
The court mandated that medical verification be
tamed from a witness whose claims were unusual.
arcolepsy does not get much media coverage.
One consequence of the illness’ anomimity was an
aura of disbelief.
Is she really sick or is she just after ’’more’’
money from a soon -to -he es -husband, many inquiring courtroom spectators wanted to know.
Among the evidence Flouts produced in court
Was the testamony of Dr. Richard Coleman of the
Stanford Univillffkivrilkiep-Disoaders QIt.
Many consider this clinic the best facility of its
type on tteliSkttf Coast. and Coleman to he an expert in his field.
’Mrs. Flouts continues to have moderate impairment in daytime functioning. even with her current medication.’’ Coleman said.
"It is important to note that narcolepsy is a lifelong condition, which at the present time is incurable. although symptomatic treatment is utilized."
The "symptomatic treatment" the doctor is re (erred to normally consists of doses of Dexadrine
speed -like drug) several times daily .
Houts said her "Dexies- are expensive (200
tablets for $W) and have some side effects (increased heart rate and dryness of the mouth to name
two.)
An attorney for Flouts said. "The narcolepsy
and lack of employment for 19 years make (future)
employment impossible. Spousal support should he
granted. and an audit or accounting of respondent’s
iJames Flouts) business should he ordered to insure
a fair and accurate ruling."
Tina Houts did get spousal support. She says
she is not satisfied with the estimation made of her
ex-husband’s construction company.
What the legal beagles did not quite figure out
is hock Tina Hoots is supposed to use off of $450 a
tnonth.
Meanwhile. Houts continues struggling for her
rights.
She cannot get too angry her body won’t
stand f, kr it.
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Letters to the Editor
Biased against majors?
Editor.
I chose to CCallIllie live newspapers. Feb. 3, and 10. Mar. 9. and
Apr. 20. and 27th. In looking at
them, I found that out of 20 "Letters
to the Editor." eight were written by
seniors, five by juniors. four by
sophomores. one by a freshman, one
by a professor and one by a graduate
student.
Of these twenty letters, three were
written by journalism majors, two by
advertising majors and the rest were
all different, consisting of. Aeronautics. Business Administration. Admininstration of Justice, Aviation.
Civil Engineering. Professor ot
Music. Philosophy and Liberal Studies, and tine was unclassified.
Unfortunately. not everyone was
represented in these letters. Not one
science. mathmatics psychology or
art student, just to name a few, was
published. Also, out of 20 letters,
only one freshmen was represented.
Come on! This looks like bias to me.
With this es idence. I came to the
conclusion that the editor(s) don’t
give equal representation to younger
students, professors. sir some maj(irs.
I would like to know how many
people write in and how many are rejected and why they were rejected. I
hope the reasons are not because of a
biased editor, hut because the seniors and juniors write better than
the sophomores and freshmen, or
that journalism students write better
than science students. If the reasons
are because of superior writing techniques by older students. or by students in certain majors. then I can
understand why very few of the "unpublished" are that way.
My suggestion is that at least one
letter from each group that writes in
should be published each day. It
would he like the hest of each group.
I that sometimes space

doesn’t allow for more letters, but
considering that this is a school
newspaper, there should he more
room for student and teacher feedback on all issues.
Alicia Laverty
Freshman
Psychology
Editor’s note: This semester we
have received snore than 200 kite’s,
and printed over 97% of them. Your
oats represent only the students who
have bothered to write in. We only
skip the inarticulate. the illiterate
and she novellas.
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Book Room (3rd Hour. Wahlquist
North). The call number is LD 729.5
R43x 1985. It’s title is. "Recreation
and Events Center: Initial Study and
Negative Declarat ion. Thank you for promoting interest
in this exciting best seller. Now that
it has been located, I hope many students will read it.
Ruth Harter
Library Director

Publicize alumni

Editor,
I’m writing in response to the
April 18 issue that contained DeboStory was in error
rah G. Guadan’s article "Tomorrow’s ticket to fmccess." I am conEditor
of
amount
with
the
The April 25 issue. contained a cerned
fascinating story about possible vio- opportunities available to graduates
lations of environmental legislation from SJSU.
Students who attend prestigious
during the planning period of the
Recreation and Events Center. In institutions, such as the University
that story (it was) stated that the Cal- of’ California at Berkeley and Stanifornia Environmental Quality Act ford University appear to have no
was violated hacause a Negative fear of not being able to succeed
Declaration was not advertised or after graduation. Their confidence
placed on public display in Clark Li- can be attributed to the publicity
brary until after the report was al- given to those institutions. SJSU
does not receive the same amount of
ready approved.
That’s not really so, but there’s a attention, but it does not mean there
good reason why (the) reporter be- is no future for its graduates. Stucame confused. The declaration was dents need to be aware that SJSU’s
received by the library office, date continuing growth of recognition in
stamped and sent to the Reference engineering and business has opened
’Desk for immediate circulation to doors for many graduates and may
the public on June 12. 1985. It was do the same for them.
The success of alumni should be
kept in this very prominent spot until
used to project a better image of the
I February 1987. At that time. it was university. The Spartan Daily, along
decided that the Report was of long
term interest and therefore should be with the Alumni Association, can
cataloged and sent to the Reserve work together to accomplish the
Book Room. The date that is listed goal. A monthly profile can be done
in our computers. Feb. 10. 1987, on successful alumni to serve as an
corresponds iti the time the Report example for SJSU students.
If students can be provided with
was processed. not to the time when
it first became available to the pub- examples of successful alumni. they
will be encouraged to compete
lic.
At any rate. the Report is alive equally with graduates from notable
and well and living in the Reserve universities.
Veronica Martin
Freshman
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Ads lack information
Id Its
What happened to promoting safe
sex? A full page was devoted to an
advertisement for the Today Sponge
titled. "Too had she didn’t know
what to do.’ ’ (Apr. 18). The advice
in the ad may help her prevent a pregnancy, but what about preventing
diseases that could be fatal?
There is another advertisement for
a contraceptive that has begun to appear on overcrowded bulletin boards
in classrooms around campus. The
ad is titled, "TruthRumor," and
deals with myths surrounding the use
of the pill, which like the Today
Sponge offers no protection from
sexuall transmitted diseases.
The advertisements are relaying
two central messages to SJSU students. First of all, from reading the
advertisements one is not informed
of the danger of contracting AIDS
through sexual intimacy. Secondly,
both advertisements are directed toward women, implying that it is
solely the responsibility of the
women to provide protection.
Those two messages are false.
AIDS is a major influence in shaping
sexual lifestyles in the 1980s. and
both individuals engaging in sexual
activities are responsible for the outwhere are the advertisecome. So
ments for condoms?
T. J. Trull
Freshman
lindeclared

/nsurance companies in California are joining
legislators in advocating the introduction of sotiled "no fault" insurance for the drivers of
this state. California already has a risk -pool of insurance, used to provide those drivers with records
bad enough that insurance companies normally
would not touch them, with the means to pay for
damages they might inflict in an accident.
As a matter of fact. 45,000 of the 50.000 drivers currently involved in this risk pool are located in
the Los Angeles area. That same area, by the way.
boasts the highest cost of insurance in the state.
There are thousands upon thousands of people out
there driving with no insurance whatsoever. If one
of them smacks into you. and they have no means
to pay, your own insurance company will have to
foot the bill. And guess what, your premiums will
go up as a result of your claim to pay for the damages caused by that uninsured driver.
Insurance is a racket. The blood -suckers who
promise to protect you from the incredible cost of
having an accident these days are the same ones
who plan to inflict this no-fault scant on us if voters
approve the measure at the polls.
I had no-fault in Michigan. The system there
had been in place for years. and there was one result that I have a hard time forgetting. No one gave
a diddly-damn about anyone else’s car. After all.
everyone’s insurance company took care of their
own vehicles, right? But every time you made a nofault claim, your own rates would go up again. File
too many claims and the company could drop you.
That is not inducive to maintaining a good looking.
mechanically sound automobile.
And as for the risk pool, I had that in New Jersey. but not because I was a bad driver. It seems
that the state had taken to this no-fault business.
and years later the cost of insurance had gone up so
much, and rates were so high due to companies
raising the rates with every claim, that most drivers
were just skipping the whole thing. The number of
uninsured drivers there rose to unbelievable proportions.
So state officials decided that they would force
each friendly insurance company to accept a proportion of the insurance policies written there.
That’s where the risk pool came in. When I went to
get insurance for my new Volkswagen. I naturally
walked up to the Allstate counter in the nearest
Sears store.
Well. I didn’t get insured; that took time, but I
did get to post a $500 bond. (applicable to my first
premium) to get a certificate to keep in the car, and
which would allow me to drive "legally."
A month or so later I got a note from the folks at
Last National Po-dunk Insurance Company, saying
they were carrying my policy. They neglected to
tell my at what levels I was covered, but fortunately. I had no occasson to find out. I soon moved
out of the state and away from the whole mess.
(They kept the $500).
years have gone by since then, and here I
Ten
am. looking at a new set of slimy no-fault advocates starting to beat their drums. Well,
don’t be taken in by the pro no-fault types. Ask
them these questions:
Who pays if an uninsured motorist hits your
car?
The answer is ym .
If the accident is not your fault, who pays?
You again.
Can you get good driver, multi -car non-smok ers or any other discount under the no-fault system’?
Not likely. Under the no fault I remember, everyone is the same, and starts at the same rates.
Now consider this. By the insurance companic.:’ tt+n admission, they are not in the business of
replacing the automobile that you have destroyed in
an accident. What they give you is the "actual"
read: what they say it is cash value. And it will
never. ever be enough to replace the car you lost.
They depreciate, don’t you know.
I guess what I want to hear is the real deal, non legalese version of what the proponents of no-fault
are trying to see approved. The spirit of this plan. to
reduce premiums while increasing the number of
motorists who are insured, is admirable.
But I’ll bet you that’s not what will happen. I’ll
bet what we see is the same old sleight -of hand if
this measure ever reaches the ballot. Good thing the
legislature decided to put the whole mess on hold.
Russ Haggerty is the Assistant Forum page
Editor. Russ Never Sleeps normally appears
each Monday, hut because there si as no paper
Monday . and another editor %% anted a break,
it’s here today .

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community. However,
personal attacks and letters in poor taste
will not be published, nor will anonymous
letters be accepted.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel. We will also corrent obvious style
and grammar errors.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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Bolivian musician plays in S.U.

British pet store recalls
foot-long Missouri frogs

Songwriter performs original
Spanish music for students

,

jitgatto to-

eat

Roberto LaFuente Special to the

Daily

Edwin Moreira, a Bolivian musician, shows off an instrument he crafted
sit his iosn hands. Moreira performed in the Student Union.

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
tor SJSU student. faculty and staff
organkations. Items may be submitted on Jurors in the Daily alike.
Dwight Bettie! Hall Room 208, but
not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the ne.tt day’s publica6011

IS 1101,11.

TODAY
Political Science Department Pi
Sigma Alpha: Deadline tor re,ervanons for annual banquet and lecture
on presidential election on May 13.
Call 415/855-7249 (days) by May 9.
Reed Magazine/English Department: 42nd edition of Reed Magazine is no% on sale in the
txxikstore. Call 924-4426 for information.
Artists Guild: Spring sale. Through
May 6. Mon.-Thurs.: 8 a.m.-8 p.m..
Art Quad.
Friday: 8 a.m.-4
Cull 272-4704 Mr information.
Psychology Department:
Prof.
Gene Medinnus is studying twin
relationships and twin bereavement.
He would like to interview twins or
one member of a set of twins. Call
924-5646 for information and or appointment.
Department of Theatre Arts: Presents CAMELOT. May 6-14 at 8
p.m. and 7:30 p.m. May 7. Uniyersity Theatre. For more information
call 924-4551.
Art Department: Design Alumni
Exhibition. Art Gallery 1 through May 26. Mon.-Thurs. II a.m.-4
p.m. and Tuesdays 6-8 p.m. Art
Building 127. Call 924-4325 for
more information.
SJSU Macintosh Users Group:
Meeting. 5-10:30 p.m.. S.U. Montalvo Room. Call 241-3577 for information.
MEChA: Meeting. 5:30 p.m.. Chicano Resource Center. Call 2982531 for information.
Student Health Service: Student
health advisor committee meeting.

pin.

-Is a translator as well, though More By Serena Griffith
Ira said weekday English classes in
Daily stall writer
When he lived in
la. he s11. Cupertino were helping him.
ied hospitals and played his guitar
Communication. Moreira said, is
for the patients. Monday, he played the most difficult thing he’s faced in
for an American audience in the Stu- the United States. A little of that
dent Union.
confusion made his Los Angeles to
Edwin Moreira. a 23 -year-old Bo- San Jose bus trip go awry. He
livian musician and medical student. missed his stop and stayed on the bus
said he misses those hospital visits. to San Fransico. LaFuente drove to
but he was glad to be in California. the city to get him.
weaving his tapestry of Spanish folk
He did, however, have a chance to
songs before a quiet and appreciative see California scenery and he thinks
crowd.
the state is beautiful.
He played songs he had created.
He has a love for beauty; both in
such as "Cueca del Estudiante"
his music and in his surroundings.
(Song for Students), on instruments
His vocals are so inspiring that a Los
he had crafted with his own hands.
Angeles hand which had formerly
He played Spanish folk songs from
played only Latin instrumentals has
Bolivia. Ecuador. Chile and Veneasked him to join their group and
ittela. "Palomitay" is a song named
sing for them. The hand, Sukay, is
for the dove; "Primer Amor" is
formulating plans for a European
about first love.
tour.
At age IS. Moreira was already
Moreira may he a part of that Euspending hours with a guitar in his
home town of Cochabamba, Bolivia. ropean tour, but he said he wants to
The time he devoted to the instru- stick to his goal of obtaining a degree in medicine here, as well as a
ment paid off he created his own
effective method of teaching guitar thorough understanding of English.
and wrote a 58-page book detailing He is not sure, he said, what he will
the method. The book is on sale do when his five year visa expires.
LaFuente said Moreira "always
today, and two records he released in
wants to help people, with his music
Bolivia have also done well.
Before he came to the United and with medicine."
States to study English and mediMonday’s performance was orgacine, he was a medical student and nized by Roland Hamilton, a pmfesguitar instructor. He has been in the sor of Spanish. Moreira spoke only
Bay area for three weeks and he al- Spanish between each song as the
ready has guitar students here. One crowd, at least some of them.
student is his agent and manager. nodded and smiled in comprehenRoberto LaFuente. LaFuente serves sion.

noon. Health Building 208. Call
924-61 I 7 for informal ion.
Catholic Newman Communit% :
"Ethics in the Work Place." 7..o
p.m. at Campus Ministry Center.
corner of 10th and San Carlos
streets. Call 298-0204 for informs
(ion.
Faculty Book Talks: Selman Bur
Isom speaks on ’Masters and John
son Crisis: Heterosexual Behavior in
the Age of AIDS." 12:30 p.m., Urn
versity Club. 8th at San Salvadoi
streets. Call 924-5545 for informa
lion.
Re-entry Advisory: Last brown hag
of the semester drop in!
Noon
1:30 p.m. at ADM 223. Call 924
5930 for information.
Campus Democrats: Presidential
candidate forum. Noon. Council
Chambers, third floor. S.U. Call
280-7225 for intiirmation.
Chinaca Alliance: Cinco de Mayo.
classical guitarist performs froni
noon -1
Amphitheater. Call
924-2516 for information.
Catholic Newman Center: Dis
cussions on "Exploring Moral Is
sues." 7:30 p.m. at Campus Min
istry Chapel. 10th and San Carlos
streets. Call 298-0204 for informs
lion.
Department of Meteorology: Mark
Burton’, farewell address to the
troops. 3:30-4:30 p.m., Duncan Hull
615.
Fantasy and Strategy Club: Open
bring games. tow
gaining room
Pad
players. 6-11 p.m.. S.1.1,
Call 377-5349 for information.
Filipino-American
Akbayan:
Club: Elections. 2 p.m.. Almaden
Room. S.U. Call 415/790-2303 fin
information.
Ic Cercle Francais: Election fiv
new officers. 1:30 p.m.. Sweene)
Hall 313.
Delta’
Lambda
Alpha
Meeting/elections/party. 5:30
p.m.. S.U. Almaden Room. Cali
262-9172 for information

GET READY
FOR SUMMER ROMANCE
You’ll Love LACCESS on Monday

Roses For Mom
Say I Love You this Mother’s Day with one dozen beautiful
tong stem roses individually packed in a shinunering gold bat

924-3277

EXCELLENT PART-TIME
OPPORTUNITY

ouy $29.95
51.51.1

Order Today!
73-Et ILOSt "LAN
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2 9 5 -297 5
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395-1422 or 395-1377
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Experienced and Career Minded
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ASSISTANTS
FULL-TIME WORKERS
A unique opportunity If you want to work hard for a rapidly
growing successful chain, call and talk with us Nobody can
match our combination of

’OP

good compensation
performance based bonus
advancement opportunity
unique working environment

Jorge castro
Wed.
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Call or come in and see why The Mouse is a great new place
to work Contact
Jon Jenett
271 University Avenue Palo Alto CA 94301
(415) 326-0954
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environmentalists saw in all of
this an unintended consequence.
’Ecologists protested that the
carnivorous amphibians would
eat native frogs and newts and
wreck the area’s ecological balance," he said.
So the pet store recalled 400
Missouri bullfrogs as a threat to
the native-born inhabitants of
British gardens, Buechner said
and added this:
"After hearing this. I hopped
over to the House floor to deliver
this sad news to my colleagues.
"Imagine a foot-long frog!
’Who would believe it?
’’It’s
’l
wonder they call Missouri the *Show Me State.’

Don’t Forget Mother’s Day May 8th!
Spartan Daily
Classified

SpartaGuide

WASHINGTON (AP)
It
happened in England, and the
plot reminded the congressman
Missouri of the title of an
imaginary horror film
"The
Bullfrogs That Ate Britain."
According
to
Rep.
Jack
Buechner, R-Mo., British gardeners who raise goldfish in ornamental pikols were looking for a
way to scare off marauding cats
that scooped the goldfish out of
the pixils and had them for lunch.
’The solution: A British pet
store imported Missouri tadpoles
which are said to grow into foot long Missouri bullfrogs, large
enough to give a British cat the
tight of his or her life.
But, said Buechner, alarmed

his
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Trainers prepare for Derby

Acena
captures
crown at
Nationals
By Douglas Iger
Nay staff writer
Nine members of SJSU’’. v
judo team travelled this past week
end to Fiwt Wayne, Indiana, to compete in the U.S. National Championships. Involving athletes from all
over the nation, the two-day comp:
tition resulted in tour top-three finishes by SJSI. students.
Albert Acena took first in the 14 ;
pound division. heating Oscar
era of Florida, in the final round
competition.
Steve Kyramarios.
Jerry Guay and Phillip Uyesato also
fought on behalf of SJSU at 143
pounds.
Mike Manning and John Kawamot competed at 132 pounds, with
Manning securing a second place
finish against Mickey Matsumoto of
Los Angeles.
"John should’ve been fighting up
there (in the final round)," Manning
said.
The 132 -pound werght class was
described by Manning as "wide
open’ because of a knee injury
which eliminated top-ranked competitor Clayton Sunada.
"The competition was intense,"
said Manning about his first U.S
National Championships.
Sunada had won the collegiates at
132 pounds, winning over Maninne
by a quarter of a point. Sunada ’s n
jury is similar to those suffered
both Kass amok) and Manning Iasi
year.
"Hopefully I’m following in the
footsteps of I SJSU team captain)
Keith Nakasone." Manning said.
Nakasone recovered from a knee injury to ultimately V. in the Olympic
Trials.
Both of the Spartans’ I56-pound
competitors placed in the event. with
Dave Williams finishing second and
teammate Dan Hatano finishing
third.
Lee Sands, normally in the 189 pound weight division, fought this
weekend at 172 pounds. although he
was unable to place.
"It’s been a hard, grueling year.
especially with our loss at the colic glides," said Nakasone before the
.compention. "Winning can make
the difference in morale.’
Upcoming bouts for SJSU judo
team members include the 1988
Olympic Trials on May 14.
Athletes Kevin Asano. at 132
pounds. Joe Wanag. at 1149 pounds.
and Mike Swain, at 156 pounds. will
be fighting in the competition. All
three have been ineligible to compete in the U.S. National Championships and other tournaments since
their preparation for the 1988
Pie team.

Hernandez
receives
N L honor
NEW YORK (AP)
Keith Hernandez of the New York Mets. who
hit four home runs and drove in 14
runs to snap a season -long slump.
was named National League Playei
of the Week.
Hernandez had eight hits in 20 at
bats and, in the most productive
game of his career, drove in seven
runs, including the 1.00)13th of his ca
reer, with two home runs against the
Atlanta Braves.
Kent Hrhek of the Minnesota
Twins, who had II hits in 23 at- hi
was named American League Pia> e,
of the Week Hrbek hit four home
runs, four doubles and drove in eight
runs to help the defending world
champions to a 4-2 record for the
week.

Special to the Daily

Tom Vlahos demonstrates salute to examining board

Spartan fencers
impress maestros
Ity Jim Hart
Daily staff writer
Two internationally acclaimed
maestros laid down their swords
Saturday to serve on a hoard that
reviewed seven SJSU student’s
progress in perfecting their fencing talents.
Musumeci
Enzo
Maestros
Greco and Niccolo Perno liked
vv hat they saw, and all seven sue, essfully !nosed up in rank.
"Both maestros were impressed. They said they did not
expect this level of play in the
’.S.," said Sam Slaughter.
tounder and president of the
SJSU Fencing Club.
Slaughter succeeded in becoming a provost, just one step under
a master (also called maestro.
"I will he hack to get my.
fencing) masters, but I expect it
will take five to Sek ell years to
prepare." Slaughter said.
To become a "provost .
Slaughter had to prove competence in all three weapons used in
fencing competition: the foil.
epee and sabre.
The other six students achieved
the "instructor** credential, proving competence in one weapon.
which is a step under provost.
In response to what the maestros saw, they are sending letters
to the International Academy of
Arms and to SJSU President Gail
Fullerton.
Slaughter said this will gise the
military fencing master’s proliram at SJSU international recog-

nition and "hopefully" a
team.
recognition
"International
means that it will be known all
over Europe that there is a school
in the U.S. that confidently practices classical Italian fencing."
Slaughter said.
Maestro Gaugler, an art department professor. had some insight
into what it means to have "international recognition."
"It means that anyone receiving a credential here at San Jose
(State). would have a level of
training that is comparable to that
found in the hest Salle’. in Europe." Gaugler said.
"It also means that a master
who received his credential here
would he considered an equal in
Europe." Gaugler said.
The SJSU Fencing Club was
cut some years hack because of a
lack of funding. The needed finances apparently went to the
softball team.
"Not to he recognized, the university would he turning its hack
on US It IS ridiculous not to fund
us." Slaughter said.
Sports Information Director
Lawrence Fan said that funding
for a coach and scheduling are
just a few of the problems that
face the Fencing Club and their
desire to be recognized as a team.
"As far as I know, the university hasn’t looked at adding to the
number of inter-collegiate programs," Fan said.

$2

Prepaid
checks please
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Dry Cleaning

Same day service
Plant on premises
NO LIMIT!
Excludes silk, leather, formals

his filly a notch ahead of the Derby
field with Brian’s Time, the Florida
Derby winner. and Forty Niner alone
on the next level.
Winning Colors. a roan daughter
of Caro, burst from the gate in the
Santa Anita Derby and went on to a
71/2 -length triumph in the 11/4 -mile
event

Critics claiin that Winning Colors
didn’t beat much on the West Coast.
But Lukas disagrees, having saddled horses in all the Derby preps.
"The California horses are as
good as any," he said. "If Winning
Colors could have run in all of them.
she would have won them all."
Lukas places Private Terms and

20%

OFF
ArtgaiRand NAIL
Services

and Supplies!

with this coupon
(Ely. 6-21-88)

We carry a weff-stocked inventory of:
NEXXUS, SEBASTIAN, PAUL MITCHELL,
FOCUS 21, OGGI, REDKIN, MASTEY,
JOICO, RUSK, ORLY, BRUCC1, JESICA,
AND MANY MORE!
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Hair Salon &
Beauty Supply

(408)
241 -0800

(Facing Stevens Creek - across from Emporium at Valley Fair)
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LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) Charlie Hadry doesn’t enjoy the spotlight;
D. Wayne Lukas basks in it.
Outside Barn 37 at Churchill
Downs, Hadry, a little-known
Maryland trainer who handles the
colt Private Terms, reluctantly handles the media attention with short.
barely audible replies.
Across the way at Barn 39, Lukas,
the nation’s leading trainer with stables on both coasts and some in between, speaks of his filly, Winning
Colors, in glowing terms.
Either horse figures to be -favored
for Saturday’s Kentucky Derby. the
I 1/4-mile, ripenin* leg of thoroughbred racing’s Triple Crown which
could attract as many as 19 3 -year olds.
Private Terms, the Gotham and
Wood Memorial winner at Aqueduct, is unbeaten in seven starts and
the colt has shown the ability to stay
close to the pace and fire in the
stretch run.
Winning Colors comes into the
Derby off her front-running romp
over the males in the Santa Anita
Derby. She has won five of six
starts. finishing second by a neck in
her only loss.
Asked if he expected Private
Terms to go off as the favorite.
Hadry said Monday. "I really don’t
care."
Asked if he was nervous in his
first Derby appearance. Hadry. 57,
muttered to the assembled media,
You people make me more nervous...
When questioned how he celebrated after the Wood Memorial, he
said, "I got in my car and drove
home (to Westminster, Md.) and
went to bed."
Hardy said a Derby victory
wouldn’t mean much to him, but "it
would mean a lot to the horse."
A victory would mean a lot to
Lukas, 52. who, in 10 years, has become racing’s most dominant trainer
but hasn’t won the Derby with IT,’
starters over the last seven years.
"It’s not as big a thing to me as
people make it out to be," said
Lukas, whose stable earned a record
$17.5 million last year.
Lukas. who has run two- and
three-horse entries in the past, is
going just with Winning Colors,
who will be the 35th filly to run in
the Derby. Only two have won it
Genuine Risk in 1980 and Regret in
1915.
Lukas ran two fillies in 1984 when
Life’s Magic ran eighth and Althea
was 19th.
He has saddled numerous other
stakes-winning fillies, headed by
Lady’s Secret, the 1986 Horse of the
Year.
"Winning Colors could be my
best filly." he said. "I don’t think
she has comparable raw talent to
Lady’s Secret, but she has more
strength."

Smart Women
LOW COST
MAMMOGRAPHY
($50.00)
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Contract extension satisfies Berry
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directing men’s basketball

By Ron Haynes
Daily staff writer
After nine seasons of guiding the
SJSU men’s basketball team. Coach
Bill Berry has agreed to a multi -year
contract extension. Terms concerning the extension were undisclosed.
"I’m glad the issue is settled to
everyone’s satisfaction. This has
been a matter of going through a
contract negotiation process," Berry
said of the extension to his contract
which was to expire in July.
Despite the notion that the extension was prolonged beyond the normal period of such negotiations.
SJSU Athletics Director Randy Hoffman thinks otherwise.
"1 don’t think it was an extended
period," Hoffman said, citing that
the negotiation period was normal as
he saw it and that an evaluation and
review by the Athletics Board was
necessary before a final decision was
made.
Area media sources had termed
the negotiations as a (somewhat)
"sensitive area."
According to Hoffman and Berry,
contract negotiations, including this
one between Berry and the university, are a personnel issue directed
toward those concerned. And for this
reason. Berry’s terms of extension
will remain closed to the public.
The extension of Berry’s contract
depicts the confidence in his program by the university, and the optimism felt by both parties as Berry
enters his 10th season.
"This is a vote of confidence for
Bill by the division of intercollegiate
athletics and the university. We have
high expectations for the basketball
program and feel he can achieve
those goals." Hoffman said

After assuming the job in 1980,
the 46-year-old Berry has been the
second most successful Spartan
coach with an overall record of 137121. Five of his nine Spartan teams
have posted winning records and one
finished at the .500 level.
In his first year as coach, the Spartans participated in the NCAA Tournament and the following season.
the team won 21 games and appeared in the National Invitational
Tournament.
As Berry looks ahead to next season, he is confident that 10 returning
lettermen from last season’s 14-15
team, three redshirts and a new crop
of four freshman can provide the nucleus needed to produce a winning
program. He is pleased with the
freshmen coming in and is hoping
that they will react favorably to the
SJSU basketball transition.
Berry is known to the players, and
to the media who covers them, as a
tough, hard-nosed coach. New players to the program will have to
quickly adapt to his ideas and nononsense coaching philosophies. In
the past five years, 13 players have
either quit the team or been dismissed for various reasons
among them missing classes, an idiosyncrasy that Berry doesn’t tolerate.
"If they work hard," Berry said
of next season’s hoopsters. "we
should have a real fun team and with
the proper blend, I think it will be a
real exciting season..
"I think San Jose State basketball
is in an exciting period. Our new on campus arena is going to be finished
in a year and I think our program is
in good hands "

Lynam to remain 76ers’ head coach
The Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA (API
76ers Tuesday signed Jim Lynam. who took over
Guokas. to a
Matt
firing
of
midseason
the
after
three-year contract as head coach.
Terms of the deal were not disclosed.
"The Thers organization views Jim Lynam as
a top-notch communicator and motivator." general manager John Nash said in a statement. "We
were pleased with Jim’s effort in a limited role
lust season and lee) that Jim has the ability to lead
our hanclub in the right direction."
The 76ers. 36-46, failed to make the NBA
playoffs this year for the first time in 13 years.
They :were 16-23 under Lynam, .who took over at
the All -Star break.
"I wouldn’t have been interested in this position if I didn’t feel this team was ready to go for-

ward." Lynam said at a news conference.
He denied any interest in the expansion Charlotte Hornets, who had asked the 76ers for permission to talk to Lynam. The coach said he
wanted to stay in Philadelphia.

basketball," Katz said in prerecorded comments
aired Thursday on WPHL-TV. "There’s a very,
very strong chance he’ll be back ... more than
strong that Jimmy will be here in Philadelphia.

Lynam still had one year left in his contract as
Sixers owner Harold Katz said Lynam was the an assistant coach.
only candidate for the job because of his perforAmong the candidates reportedly considered
mance as head coach. He said he didn’t think the for Lynam’s job was Chuck
Daly, coach of the
Charlotte inquiry was a major factor.
Detroit Pistons. But speculation had indicated he
"It may have been to a point in that I didn’t would want both the coaching and general managwant speculation," Katz said. "Jim’s is the only ing jobs. Nashs contract as the 76ers’ general
name I was considering toward the end of the sea- manager expires in June.
son.’’
.
Asked about the future of Nash as general
Katz had indicated in recent days he would manager. Katz said. "I first focused on the head keep Lynam.
coaching situation. Now I feel I can focus on John
"Jimmy Lynam may he the hest -kept secret in Nash. Give me sometime, OK?"

Mrs. Payton copes with hubby’s retirement
BARRINGTON. III. (AP)
When Connie Norwood was a senior
in high school, she and her aunt took
a weekend jaunt from their hometown of New Orleans to Jackson
State University in Jackson. Miss.
She didn’t know it at the time, hut
the trip would have a dramatic effect
on her future.
Jackson State football coach Bob
Hill. whom Connie’s Aunt Betty had
been dating, arranged for Connie to
meet a promising young running
back on his team, a polite. soft-spoken young man from Columbia.
Miss.. named Walter Payton.
In a few years. Connie Norwtxxl
would become Connie Payton and
move from the deep South to Chicago, where Walter would suit up
for the Chicago Bears. For 13 years,
she would support. console and
cheer her husband through one of the
most phenomenal careers in professional football history.

She w ould work to create a normal env ironment amid the media
spotlight for their two children. And
she would work to establish her own
identity. first through modeling and
a Wheaties TV commercial and
more recently. through her work as a
spokeswoman and active member of
several charitable groups.
A stylish, attractive, articulate
woman of 33, Connie Payton is coping with her husband’s retirement as
a player the same way she learned to
handle the ups and downs of a professional sports life one day at a
time.
"I think he’s going to be so busy
that I don’t think he’s really going to
have time to think about it anyway,"
she said.
The Paytons home in South Barrington is not what you would call
the private fortress of a superstar.
The home is easily visible from the
road, as is a small banner along the

TURN TIME INTO
MONEY TODAY!
WITH
THOMAS TEMPORARIES
No matter how basic your skills or how
rusty, we can put you to work now. Filling
in for a sick receptionist or a vacationing
typist. Helping a bank computerize or a
manufacturer make a tight production
deadline.
The job possibilities are endless. So are
your opportunities.
Call us today.

drive proclaiming "Payton’s Run"
in the blue and orange colors of the
Bears.
Yet an electronically controlled
gate keeps gawkers and autograph
hounds from driving up to the front
door, as they did before the gate was
installed.
Of course, the neighbors in the
nearby estate-size homes were excited even unbelieving when
they realized the Payton% were building a home in their area three years
ago.
Now, the Payton children, Jarrett,
7, and Brittney. 21/2. are just another
pair of kids who play in the neighborhood and Walter and Connie another couple on the block, albeit a
rather affluent, famous one.
"The neighbors are just great,"
said Connie. "Once we got to know
everybody, they’d say, ’You know
you’re just like everybody else.’ and
I’d say. ’That’s right, we sure are.’

Connie heads a division of the National Society to Prevent Blindness
that promotes eye safety in sports
She’s also on the board of trustees of
the Chicago Leukemia Society and
does community service work.
When she talks about the tremen
dous outpouring of respect, gratitude
and genuine love Walter and the entire family received during his last
year as a player, her voice quivers
slightly.
"We’ve gotten letters from everywhere. I mean, there are people all
over who are concerned, people
wishing us good luck. sometimes
people begging him not to retire, to
please keep playing," she said.
The Chicago area is home now,
and only one event would cause
them to move from their dream
house in the northwest suburbs: the
chance for Walter to own an expansion football franchise.

Rose will continue
managing Reds
while on appeal
CINCINNNI I (AP) -- Pete
Rose will be allowed to manage
the Cincinnati Reds while he
tights his 30-day suspension
the harshest for a major league
manager in 41 years for shov
ing an umpire.
Rose said he was shocked
when he learned that he received
the month -long suspension Monday from National League President Ban Giamatti for shoving
umpire Dave Pallone.
The two shoves during a loss
Saturday night to the New York
Mets touched off an ugly scene at
Riverfront Stadium in Cincinnati,
with fans hurling objects at Pal lone.
Giamatti called the incident
"one of the worst in baseball’s
recent memory." He also chastised Reds broadcasters Many
Brenneman and Joe Nuxhall for
their on -air criticisms of Pallone
during the 15 -minute barrage 11
fans, and summoned them to
New York today for a meeting.
Giamatti called their remarks inflammatory.
The suspension touched off a
flurry of irate phone calls to local
talk shows Monday. left Reds
players stunned by the severity.
and brought calls for an equally
severe sanction against Pallone.
’It’s kind of a harsh fine. 30
days.’ pitcher John Franco said.
"I don’t think it’s fair to the players, to Pete or to Cincinnati. If
anybody should be suspended for
30 days. it should be Dave Pal lone.
"Thirty days is too much.
There are people who commit
crimes and don’t spend 30 days in
jail . "
Rose, too, thought the penalty
too severe. He didn’t show up at
the ballpark Monday because he
had arthroscopic knee surgery in
the afternoon, but said in a
statement released by the club
that he’ll challenge the penalty.
Coach Tommy Helms managed
the team in a 3-2 victory over
Montreal.
No player or manager has
greater respect for the umpires
than I do. and I have demonstrated that over the years," Rose
said. "But I am shocked at the
length of the suspension I received. While I expected to he
suspended, I feel that this unprecedented 30 days is excessive."
It’s the longest suspension for a
manager since Leo Durocher of
the Brooklyn Dodgers was suspended for the 1947 season by
Commissioner Happy Chandler
for "incidents detrimental to
baseball." The Dodger manager
allegedly had associated with
gamblers.
Reds General Manager Murray
Cook said the team supports
Rose’s position and will file a formal appeal today. Rose will be allowed to manage while his appeal
is heard.
If he loses the appeal. Rose
would be barred from the dugout
and from any area where he could

give

directions to the team once
the games begin.
’l’m assuming Pete will manage the club it ibis point I tonight)
if he’s able.’’ Cook said.
The stiff suspension and undisclosed line lin- Rose were applauded is k ichiePhillips. executive director of the Major
League Umpires Association.
"I think that’s just fine." he
said. "I had asked him (Giamatti)
to move suiftl and severely, and
I think 30 da.v are justified."
Pallone declined comment on
the suspension. He’s one of two
current National League umpires
who worked during the 1979 umpires’ strike, and isn’t a member
of the union.
The play that touched off the
incident occurred in the ninth inning Saturday night in a 5-5 game
that had already included a
bench -clearing tussle over a hit
batsman.
Howard Johnson was on second base with two out in the ninth
when Mookie Wilson hit a
grounder to shortstop Barry Larkin, whose throw pulled Nick
Esasky off first base. Pallone he skated before calling Wilson
sate. giving Johnson time to score
the eventual winning run without
a throw home.
Rose shotioutiofihe dugout and
got into an animated argument
with Pallone. The umpire poked
Rose below the left eye. and Rose
shoved Pallone. Rose then was
ejected. inciting the crowd of
41.032.
Radios. hasehalls, marbles,
golf halls and other objects were
thrown on the field for 15 minutes. Pullout; was told by crew
chief John Kibler to seek refuge
in the umpires’ quarters while the
rest of the crew finished the
game.
Asked Monday whether he
waited too long to make the call.
Pallone said. "My honest answer
to that is no.**
Brennaman said he stands by
his criticism of Pallone.
"The guy’s an incompetent
umpire. I said that. and I’m not
hacking off that one hit." Wennaman sdirl \Linda \

offered by Continuing Education

LSAT
3 Saturdays. 1 Sunday
May 7, May 15, May 21, June 4: 9 a.m 1 pm

SAT
2 Saturdays. 1 Sunday
4 30 p m
May 7, May 15, May 21: 1 p.m

CBEST
3 Sundays
May 15, May 22, June 5: 9a m 3p m

RAVE-UPS
SUNDAY. MAY IS. 1988
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
SHOW TIME AT 8:00 P.M .
DOORS OPEN AT 7:00 P.M

3 Saturdays
May 21, June 4. June 11 ; 9 a.m. 1 p m

Offices throughout California. Look for us in the Arhite Pages.

Pete Rose,
Cincinnati Manager

TEST PREP SESSIONS
ON CAMPUS

GMAT

ruing Husinesx I Iland

’No player or
manager has
greater respect for
the umpires than I
do, and I have
demonstrated that
over the years.’

To register, visit the Office of Continuing
Education, DBH 136B, or phone 924-2600
oldvanre reaistration reserves your spac
Fee required.

FOR MORE INFO CALL
921.6260 OR’924-6350
TICKET PRICE,.
STUDEUTS SM 00 ADVANCE 51000 DOOR
r,E NER AL $1100 ADVANCE -_11_2,29__D_Q.CHIL
IN ood over welcome with ID
11111111118) SI.orIATED STUDIENIS
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A Spartan Daily In-depth Report

Baby Allyssa
comes home
.t4

Family
rallies
support

By Serena CriMih
Daily staff writer
When Rick and Cheryl Pitts
ss alked into a San Jose restaurant recently.. patrons stood and applauded.
The waitresses gave them hugs.
They were glad to see baby Allyssa back in tbe Bay area w ith the
couple that has raised her since her
birth eight months ago.
The
have enjoyed celebrity
status since they returned from an Indian reservation last week w ith the
Nasap, hahy ’Fhey almost lost her to
a Ims that gives Indian nthe the
imal say river the fate of their children .
Alier a judge ruled Mat a \
court had ilk’ right to decide Ally s
sa’s tate. the Pius handed her tiv er to
mill ’oak ot Ilk’ lobe on April 14 at
San Jose Airport Atter mole man a
week til negotiations_ consultations
and ’ prayer. ’’ the habv was returned to the couple under a temporary custody agreement. A permanent custody hearing Si ill be held on
the reservation in tour months, hut
sue Bowling Daily stall phi
most sources agree that it is no more
than a legal process to confirm the Left, Rick, Allyssa and Cheryl Pitts enjoy some quiet time at home. Above, Rick Pitts is glad to have his eight -month -old daughter back again
temporary guardianship.
ttl these children and serves to pre- the child would not be left there." he
Plans for Allyssa
The Pitts are coil! Klein. hut cauWhenAlly ssa is iilder they plait to serve Indian heritage. The law was said.
tious. about their application for perKeetso, who has used on the resmanent custody. Asked it their re- enroll her in The Indian Center of originally adopted to curb the high
turn trip vs Ill he merely a formality San Jose. The center has classes in number of Indian babies being ervation. has always wanted the Pitts
and
tribal adopted hy non -Indian fatuities.
to raise her baby. She seemed at
heritage.
and the tribe will quickly approve **culture,
An even more restricting amend- home in their house helping with
pernunem guardianship. Cheryl dances." Kick Pius said.
A great deal tit her cultural educa- ment to the act has been proposed in kitchen chores.
Pitts mumbled. "They had better."
tion will conic from her grand- the U.S. Senate and the Pitts plan to
"I’m not sure what I’d like to do
Back at home
join a battle to defeat it. The amend- next." she said. "but I’d like to get
mother. Susie Keck. and other relCheryl Pitts.
Life at the Pitts’ San Jose home is atives on the reservation. Under the ment states that Indian babies should away its been hard."
Allyssa’s mother
not yet back to normal after the emo- agreement worked out in a Tuba City be placed with Indian families
She is considering joining the Air
tional battle tur custody that filled court. the Pitts will bring Allyssa to "whenever possible." which is a Force and said Au -warns tia learn
Tomo
newspapers and broadcast news
see her retails CS M Ice ii year.
stronger prohilurRin for non -Indian about computers. People on the resChervil said prayer helped her and the hahy.. they were heNinit tis, but
Kick will return to his construction
ervation are blaming her for ’everyRick through the trying days and afraid to say so. she said.
business this week. and Cheryl will
thing that happened. They say I nights when they were not sure if
Mary Ellen Pitts is one-half Tares again do the bookkeeping for the
they would see Allyssa again.
brought shame to the Navajos.
can Indian. and that heritage shows
business, hut they are still busy dr,
The many reporters that the story
in her face and in the face of her son
Prayers for Allyssa
Pear* on talk shims and rev iew IIIc
brought to the area outside Flagstaff.
Rick. She was taken aback by stories
offers for Mil% le rights. Little hrt niter
Arizona. sent home stories of a bun"I
just
continued
to
pray.
I
knew
of
the Navajo government’s iron rule
Joshua, meanwhile. is suffering
gling Navajo government and hints the Lord would do what was right for on the reservation.
from a lack of the spotlight that has
of oppression on the reservation.
Rick Pitts,
Allyssa . . . that’s what held us toThe Navajo reservation is a soverbeen so generously .11\ arded his sisKeels() said she may not return to gether: our prayers, our families."
Allyssa ’s father
eign state under Federal Law and is
ter.
the reservation for a few years. but
Sometimes, she said, those trust- not hound by United States Civil
"The doctor wanted us Josh
she would like to visit her family,
ing prayers were difficult.
Rights laws. Sam Pitts said that
would tee that w ay ." Rick Pitts
She will always keep in touch
"I think that growing up in both families wanting to adopt Indian ba"Sometimes, it was hard to pray some Navajos told him Alyssa was
said
with the Pitts and with her baby. and say ’If You want Alyssa some- better off growing up outside the resThe hums vs as at school, but the worlds white and Indian 1. she will bies than the original act.
Sam Pins. father of Rick Pitts, Cheryl Pitts agreed it may be diffi- where else, that will he hest.’ "
ervation. Such statements were alhouse vi as a his e ot activ imy as Rick understand things. If there is confuthe
law
"abridged
Patricia’s
cult
to explain Patricia’s relation as
said
Her father-in-law, Sam Pitts, ways offered in private, he said. bespoke on the phone and led Allyssa, sion, we’ll explain." Cheryl Pins
Al"as
of
her
grows.
hut
said
that
right
to
decide
the
welfare
Allyssa
knew
said.
what
he
wanted
"It’s
for
the
better than growing up
child.
cause "they are scared for their jobs.
w fit Ic Chet y I got ready for a v isit tim
lyssa gets older we’ll explain it to
"She will get her culture tin Sun scared for their welfare."
and then one day going to the reser- own flesh and blood."
then law s er ’ ’Welcome Home’
as it is. She’d have to be Jose) and a good education as well. I
exactly
her
He
had
been
to
the
reservation
vation
In a silent, safe way, however, the
banners still hang from the living
The Pitts said they were more than nearly eight years before with a at least to or I I years old to under- can’t understand why someone who people showed their support for the
11/0111 ceding
stand it. and 111.1 he she won’t even says they care about the baby would Pitts. One morning during their stay
Ally ssa was happy and respon- happy to agree to the frequent visits church group, digging wells and laywant her raised in poverty," he said, on the reservation, the family arrived
sive. hut. said Rick. "She is less to the Keetsos. The two families ing foundations for the Navajos. He understand it then
A good way to explain the situa- referring to the tribe.
at the Tuba City courthouse to see a
w Ming to go to strangers She’s still knew each other before the ordeal said he was apprehensive about
going hack when the ordeal began tion. Cheryl said. is "to tell her that
’It’s not that poor people can’t banner proclaiming "the Navajo
began and are closer because of it.
good natured. lust less trustworthy
"I miss them already.’’ Cheryl because he didn’t know what to ex- her natural mother loved her hut love kids, it just that the whole so- people love Allyssa and the Pitts.’’
A clinical usvchcilogist whir evwasn’t married and couldn’t get ciety is oppressed.**
pect.
dunned Aly ssit during the ordeal said Pitts said.
At first, he said. "it was shock- along financially. All we can do is
All the Pitts said they noticed an
Patricia Keetso has stayed with
the baby ’,uttered from the forced sehonest and go from atmosphere of oppression on the resparation that began vi hen the Navajo the Pitts during the entire ordeal. She ing ’ to see development of land that explain it and be
there."
had
once
been
unused.
Cameron.
vs
ervation.
lived
imfi
Sam Pitts’ wife Mary Ellen
them
during her pregrilticials whisked her away to a waitAllyssa w ill probably attend a said that during the days on the resMATERIALS
ing hlar.k v an Jr the Phoenix airpon, nancy and was visiting Inim het Arizona, the small gathering of
he had worked, now public school and a legal trust fund ervation before temporary custody
MANAGEMENT
lea v
Chery I and natural mother Utah home v. hen the judge’s ordei buildings where
motel. Hut he hasn’t forgotten has been set aside to collect money was granted. Navajos approached
has
a
came
through
and
baby
the
had
to
he
Patricia Keels,’ in tears
trout publicity for her college educa- her to offer their secret support.
poverty
that
he
saw
there.
the
placed
Inc., a tirade, in the field
in
the
tribe’s
custody
.
Genentech,
Ally ssa has been hack with Rick
"Myi first) time on the reserva- tion. She will also go with the Pitts
of biotechnology. Is now In the
"Indians would come and whisper
She went with them to the reservaand Cheryl tor more than a week.
process of growing It’s Materials
their San Jose church.
in our ear% that they hoped we cot
hut w hen the couple returned ir) the tion to help fight for Ally ssds return tion made me more convinced that to
Department The group currently ha,
airport last week to catch a flight to a and she restated her preference that
several entry level opportunities open
Southern California talk show, Al- her baby grow up with the Pitts.
for
which we are interviewing.
lyssa hecame uneasy and began to However, the tribe legally had custody until the two parties struck a
fuss and squirm in Rick’s arms
Successful candidates will haves
"It was because I had carried her guardianship agreement.
general interst ifl the biotech Industry
"People have been calling us sayinto the airport last time." he said,
and a specific Interest In learning all
referring to the emotion -filled morn- ing the same thing is happening to
facets of materials management from
ing at Sp.i Jose Airport when he them" and the Indian babies they are
tie
bottom Lt. They should be sell,
trying to adopt. Cheryl said.
handed her it) the Na%ajos.
motivated and able to work well In a
Now that Allyssa is hack home.
learn environment. Flexibility, ability
10 learn quickly and highly
the Pitts are anxious to keep their agIndian law
developed sense of ownership are
reement with the NaVili11% ill educate
Some experts have noted that the
also desirable. Biochemistry,
her in the ways and language of her Indian Child Welfare Act, the law
chemistry and/or bloiogy exposure
people. Even before the battle for which sparked the controversy, nehelpful, but liberal arts ma)ors are
custody they were planning on pro- glects the wishes of the parents lot
also welcome. The positions currently
viding such an education. and their their Indian babies, while others heavailable are in the shipping area.
’
.,
slow s
iat
Previous materials management work
experience Is helpful

’I think that growing up in both worlds
(white and Indian), she will understand
things. If there is confusion, we’ll explain.’

’She is less willing to go to strangers. She’s
still good natured, just less trustworthy.’

HANG
OUT
WITH US

747 engines ran out of fuel

WASHINGTON I API
The
Boeing 747 that landed outside
Tokyo with only one engine operating had run out of fuel for the other
three. aviation sources in and out of
the U.S. government said Tuesday.
The sources, who asked not to be
identified. said that the tanks supplying fuel to the three dead engines
were found to be dry when the plane
landed.
The fourth tank had about 20.000
pounds of fuel remaining and was in
no imminent danger of also going
day.
It was not known whether the fuel
problem had been caused by a pilot
error or by a mechanical problem
with the plane’s fuel -switching
equipment,’

One source said it is possible that
a fuel line or filter could have kept
the fuel from being shifted properly
or the flight crew by mistake might
have shifted too much fuel into the
fourth tank and not been able to shift
it hack in time.
The plane. United Airlines flight
97 from Los Angeles to Tokyo with
239 passengers and 19 crew members aboard, first lost the use of one
engine at 39,000 feet over the Pacific Ocean about 75 minutes from
the airport. A second engine failed
about 30 minutes later.
Pilot Jack Harper radioed the control tower at 2:49 p.m. that he had
shut down two of the four engines
due to malfunctions and asked permission to land. A third engine
failed shortly before landing. The

San Jose State University
Conference Housing Program
One Washington Square San Jose. CA 95192-0167* (408)924-8180

CONFERENCES
WORKSHOPS
SEMINARS

CLINICS
SPORT CAMPS
SUMMER SESSION

The materials group is responsible bi
tie storage end movement of all
manufacturing and nomrnanufactur.lug materials within the company, anc
Is part of the manufacturing
organization.
Genentech offers an excellent salary
and bona% package and believes
strongly In provicIng opportunities for
personal growth and advancement.
Please send resume to:
Korb’ Comiskey
Hunan Resouces Dept. 1343
Genentech, Inc.
480 Point San Bruno Blvd.
South San Francisco, CA 94080.

GENENTECH, INC.
An equal opportunity employer.
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Come Explore
Six Senses of
Los Gatos

Someth-ing -Special for Morn
tre=1"’s,

Or

tts,
her

the sights, sounds, tastes
aromas, touch and the sixth
sense, the good sense to
’Enioy Los Gatos"
Los Gatos Sales Davi
May 13, 14 and 15
July 15, 16 and 17
Strawberry Festival
June 4 and5

IJ

A untatte gallery of
crustal., plants, and
atfts from around the woad!

Teddy Bears are a statement of affection...
Show Mom how much you care!

-Potpourrt
-trtect Mowers
-CarouseL Horses
-Southwest iruLtan Art

Jgriget de [as
318 13 No. Santa Cruz Ave., Las Gatos 354-3375

Los Gatos Summerfest
June 25 and 26
fiesta de Los Gatos

59 N. Santa Cruz Avenue, Los Gatos, CA 95030

August 20 and 21
Call 354-9300 for details

4080354.6974

but
nson
ie.
rule
erI is
,vii
hat
as
eshchs.
the
the
la>
ed
o

You’re invited
to visit

[Main Street Papery
20% discount on wedding
invitations for SJSU students

130 North Santa Cruz Avenue
Los Gatos, California 95030
408-354-0069

Mon. -Sat. 1030-600
Thur. - Fri. ’til 7:00

Sun 12-6

Mon-Fn 10:00-5:30 !
Sat 10.00-400 /
23 W Main Sleet
Los Gatos 354-7151

NAILWORKS
Haircare

Skin Care

Cosmetics

.Manicures .Nail Tips
-Nail Wraps .Pedicures
.Sculptured Nails

Jewelery

FULL SERVICE SALON

78 West Main St
Los Gatos. CA 95030

20% OFF
BODY WEAR
By GILDA MARX &
BARELY LEGAL

10% OFF
LAURA BIAGIOTTI
SUN GLASSES
W1111 1111S AD

305 N. Santa Cruz Ave., 395-0220

,..os Gatos
N Santa Cro
,4venue
(408) 354-1 34.3
9am- bpm Daily
Sundav
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Solar: SJSU professor saves money
t row
Solar energy is also used to heat
the house Panels, mounted on the
hack wall of the house, are turned
down during the day to absorb the
sunlight At night, the panels are
turned up and "the heat has nowhere
Iii go hut in the house.- Sala\ 0
said
ith no waste taken away from
the house. the !amity is exempt from
garbage
collection lee. The neat
the
mound 01 soil where the leftovers are
hutted was inspected and found sam
tary by the San Jose Health Department. Schiavo said.
About twice a year. Schiavo takes
soil from the compost and spreads it
on the flower and vegetable beds in
the garden.
’We’re
a no -garbage household." said Schiasti, who described
their way of lite as "environmentally responsible lit mg in an urban
setting " He is :nits people to know
that ii is possibk. to lead this kind of
lite in an ordinary tract home. "This
isn’t a teepee in the middle of no
w here.’ he said.
Schiat 0 and his is de were married
lOur-and-a-hall years ago I.inda
Schiat 0 didn’t hate lit alhUst to her
husband*. Idesty le because she and
her daughter "were already living
that is ay . Sala% it said.
The couple shares an interest in
Name American culture and the
house is decorated is kit Navajo sand
painting, sculptures. rugs and photographs
If thet didn’t hat e so much in
common. Scluat 0 said there might
he fights MCC things like turning the
I ights ttr the stereo olt Solar power
isn’t the only reason the electricity
hill is so low .
"You hat e to pay attention."
Schiato said ’People teat e lights

Frttni 01,0 /
own writing woven through.
But this is the first with a "co-editor." She said she enjoys the collaboration.
"It’s delightful." she said.
They got together after Haywood
had taken "Masculinity and Femininity" with Bowman. Haywood had
approached Bowman about an independent studies class and Bowman
suggested the book instead.
Haywood said she had been really
excited,
The two work together in a office
plastered with posters that say.
"Never let school interfere with
your education" and "No one is free
when others are oppresssed.
Haywood has read through the
2,0(X) pieces of information Bowman has collected over the years.
She rated each one. then Bowman
rated each one.
They are now in the process of

S.F. faces
mandatory
rationing
I ti
SAN FRANcisco t.Apr
days alter a water rationing plan took
effect. decorative fountains tell idle.
bar tabs grew and plumbing supplt
stores reported brisk sales ot water
saving des ices
San Francisco residents have been
told to cut consumption hy 25 percent in response to the area’s most
severe water shortage since the
1976-77 drought. But many of the
cutbacks is ill he highly isible to the
hundreds of thousands of tourists
who crowd the City -ByThe-Bay
each summer.
Only fountains that use recycled
water
like the one in front of City
continued to flow Monday
Hall
Others were still filled with %%mei .
hut no longer sprayed it into the an
or let it tumble fu-inn sculpted water
falls
Restaurants no longer serve water
to diners automatically . Many. like
Maxwell’s Plum at (ihirardelli
Square, have posted signs advising
diners of the regulation
’I would say right now, about
one -quarter of the customers hate
asked for water.** said dining director Robert Stewart as he observed
the popular restaurant*s luncheon
crowd.
If one person at a table asks for
Water. only he gets water. said Stew
art.
Business at the bar was up. Stewart said.
"At lunch. most people have a
beverage. They have a drink. they
have a little wine." he said. "The
only people who might complain are
usually from the Midwest. You
know, they don’t generally drink (alcohol) as much.’’
Homeowners were snatching up
plumbing supplies such as sink
washers and flow -restricting shower
heads.
At the supermarket -like Good man’s Lumber store, plumbing manager Andy Pappas said he was especially busy Sunday afternoon as
customers sought ways to cut water
use in their homes.
He said people were especially interested in water-saving shower
heads. which Goodman’s stocks at
prices ranging from $5 to $40.\

throwing out some and calling the
authors of others for permission to
use them
Once they make the final selections are made "we take the
whole mess to the typesetter." she
said.
The topics for the book include
sexuality, world peace, positive aspects of aging and sisterhood.
Selections range front a strong
quote by Robin Tyler. I think the
Democrats and Republicans should
emnational
their
change
blem . . . to a prophylactic: it stands
for inflation, halts production. protects a bunch of pricks, and gives a
false sense of sdcurity when one is
being screwed."
And the quote from Maggie
Kuhn, fouder of the Grey Panthers,
"We Who are older have nothing to
lose! We have everything to gain by
living dangerously! We can be the
risk -takers, daring to challenge and
change systems. policies. lifestyles,
ourselves.’’

Caucus: Supervisor wins
Matthew Elittir,1111*sta p otographer
Frank Schiavo, an SJSU lecturer, shows a panel of cans built into the
wall to collect cold water during the summer and hot during the winter.
on. the television on, the radio 011.
It’s like a meter running.** he said.
I he Sch tat
don’t hate a tele\ ision set.
About 400 students and homeowners isit the house et t.tr year.
some S alit to build solar houses and
want suggestions and .uds ice.
"If you start from scratch it’s as
cheap to build a solar home as an ordinary house." he said. "The tech-

Freedom: Group plans day
/
/
Imara said more Africans should
realize the importance of ALD in the
titled States and in other parts 01
the world. "Because we as a people
should learn more about oursels es
We I).,, Innocenti).liii ’)
,
on a small minority ’ she said
ALI) is celebrated is ith testis :11s.
cultural performeis such as Reggae.
cultural dancers. Jazz hands, speakers. poetry and other performers
since it’s beginning in 1958.
The ’nem within the celebration
that is a site to observe, Imara said,
is the Revolutionary Cultural Show
and the AID March and Rally.
"When the marchers are I unified), it
is an uplifting event. All our people
walking together dressed in white is
nice to see .
Imara say.. all white is worn as a
mhol of tinily and monolithic or-

Authors

gam/anon.
All) was organized in 1458 by
Dr. Osageyfo KWaIlle Nkrumah in
Accra Ghana. Imam said. "Nkrumah saw the experience of our people in this country . And he saw the
A ded..ind the necossity
tor Its to be idenitied is ith Alma.
is ith this theme in mind.
Imara says there is disunification
among many Africans. but, "we Lan
he unified, we lust need to organize
ourselves to do It WC are a) people
who have contacts in every corner of
the glob. *that’s a lot of power it it’s
linked together."
is ill be recognized at SJSU
by has ing slide shows and videos of
past events in some of the AfroAmerican studies classes to inform
the students about AID. Imara said
since there won’t he many campus
events to celebrate the day. "We

nology is simple. Between 700 and
800 years ago. Southwestern American Indians had solar housing."
But Schiavo converted his house
gradually. adding at least two major
changes every year for the past 10
years.
This year, he installed special
glass. double -pane windows. The
glass is slightly bronzed on one side
to deflect ultraviolet rays.

’All our people
walking together
dressed in white is
nice to see.’
Nehanda lmara,
co-chairperson for
African Liberation Day

hope to get a vehicle so we can take
students who are interested to some
of the events.** said Imara.
The majority of the events will he
taking place in Sacramento. The first
event will he the Revolutionary. International Symposium. which will
he at Sacramento City College at 6
p.m. The second event will be at
James McClatch (Oak Park), beginning at 110(1 p.m.

than page I
nit Democratic Party has very specific affirmative action goals.
They choose their delegates based
upon the percentage of each minority
group of registered democrats in the
state. They multiply this base percentage by 1.1.
Consequently . only 56.3 percent
of the delegates will be white: 8.5
percent will be black: 4.9 percent
will be Asian Pacific: 24 2 percent
will be Hispanic and 1.1 percent will
be Native American.
Also one-half of the delegates will
be vs-omen.
The delegates chosen in the at large election will balance out the
delegates chosen at the district level
to meet these goals.
"Traditionally men are the top
vote getters in the district elections.

100W
/ 0,111010

/

Walters’ request. however, does
not address the fee waiter fund. As a
financial aid student himself, the
senator said he wants financial aid
packages to assist who Pfaff calls
the neediest oh the needy."
Walters said that if his proposal
goes through. needy financial students is ill be able to present a waiver
slip to the testing office instead of a
check.
Because the 100W rxdicy is not
statewide. the California State University system doesn’t fund it. It
therefore requires student funding.
Southern said last week.
Starting this fall, students enrolled
in the junior level writing workshop

Withdraw
Front page I
resented at this year’s competition.
Stanford said, but some of them are
not sending many students as a matter of choice. Ten is the maximum
number for each campus to send for
the competition. She is looking forward to the event with great enthusiasm. As hosts, they will endeavour
to provide conducive environment
for the success of the conference.
The conference, which is open to
the public, will take place on the second floor of the Business Classrooms on Friday and Saturday.
The guest speaker for the occasion
is Charles H. (Chuck) House. general manager of software development environments for HewlettPackard Company in Palo Alto.
He is a 1962 graduate of California Institute of Technology and
holds two masters: one from Stanford (1964. electrical engineering )
and one from Colorado University
(1970, history of science).
House is also a 1985 graduate of
the Management and Strategic Studies program of Western Behavoral
Science Institute.

Town may rename
street after skater

So we need more women, and hopefully more women of minority status." Tompkison said. She is of
Asian -Pacific descent.
Some
SUNNYVALE (API
Each of the candidates are given
Brian Boitano’s hometown
60 seconds to make a statement be- people in
the
after
want to name part of a street
fore the vote.
skater, hut convincing the
’I talked about how I was a stu- Olympic
he harder than it was for
dent and a minority and how impor- city may
win the gold medal.
tant the Dukakis stand on education Boitano to
Sunnyvale has a longstanding polwas to me,’’ Tompkison said.
naming streets after livAfter all the candidates had spo- icy against
ken. the 400 voters selected their ing persons.
Renaming streets can be very concandidate.
because businesses and
’It is a’. very well attended.’’ Son- troversial
residents are forced to change their
neman said.
Larry Stone. mayor
Tompkison explained she was addresses, said
of the city 35 miles south of San
very glad she had participated.
"My dad even called me from Ha- Francisco
waii and told me he was proud," she
But Al Reynolds, executive direcsaid.
tor of the Sunnyvale Chamber of
Commerce. which proposed the
name change in a recent letter to the
council, pointed out that the one block section of Willow Avenue pro(100W) must pass a pre-test before posed as Boitano Way has no busithey can attend the class. Adopted nesses or residents.
two years ago, the policy is meant to
The stretch of road also runs
screen students who can’t handle alongside the old Sunnyvale Ice PalI 00Ws writing demands.
ace building, where Boitano took his
Students who fail the WST may first steps on skates.
take an optional sophomore writing
"The city of Sunnyvale has a
class (99) to improve their skills.
The course. however, does not unique opportunity to honor Sunny exempt students from the 100W re- vale’s Olypic champion in a lasting
way." Reynolds said in his letter.
quirement or the WST.

Low-cholesterol eggs
LAS VEGAS. Net. AP) Eggs
laid by hens that were fed fish oil reduced blood pressure and blood fats
in a small group of people and, unlike regular eggs. didn’t raise their
cholesterol levels, a scientist said
Monday.

Besides, he said, Boitano is exceptional enough to make it worth
bending the rules.
No one knows how Boitano feels
about the proposal. He is on tour and
could not he reached for continent.
But his mother. Donna Boitano.
said Ronan() Way is a "wonderful
idea."

Are you big enough for an Elephant?
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Disneyland security guard loses

lion,
n are
mat mum
d for
forithu’your
ment
!n to
seclassision
gen!veldettiforand
;tanringl
rsity
:e of
;Rid oral

SANTA ANA (AP) - A former
security guard who was acquitted of
charges he faked a shooting in the
Disneyland parking lot lost a legal
bid seeking $5 million in damages
from the amusement park for firing
him.
Joseph D’Allura’s suit, charging
he was fired without cause, was dismissed Monday by (3.S. District
Court Judge Pamela Ann Rhymer,
who ruled that D’Allura’s lawyers
failed to file papers opposing Dis-

ANNOUNCEMENTS
HAIR

MODELS for advanced tech
class
Monday-ThursdayFriday
SAM Cell for appt 279-9694

NEED

MEDICAL INSURANCE? We
have plans with quality coverage
at affordable prices Call Mark Fil.
Ice. Washington National Ins..

ance, (408) 943-9190 for a no obligation quote
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth eyes
and money too For information
and brochure see A S
call (408) 371.68 it

office or

WE DON T HAVE THE ANSWERS, but
that .0K We are church corn.
munity that values the individual

es-

iforth
feels
and

1

_cociewo4cHes
Apr oUR
res AhT, a.* (IKE
5HARIN6 PEPPERIPa
MM COOKIE, WIN
OVP fRIE4103

our
Amy
WHAr
SOME Ft/0mo
POT mitaveroOr Avuu9VE
INSPIRED
CfiR HaiSf
COCIOVACil
100 10 DO
THAT 7/
St77.16

Authorities found a spent .22 cali
her bullet lodged in his bulletproof
vest.
However, police became suspi
Onus when they could find no one
who heard a shot fired in the vicin
ity, and he was eventually arrested
and charged with filing a false police
report.

THIS IS THE perfect summer job’. We have day & evening
positions valMble It you know
your way around the Valley. Men
Ibis is the job for you All you

EXCELLENT CASH MONEY Asisern.
bee Product. at Horne Jewelry
Toys. Electronics. More’ FT & PT
Available.
1.516459-3535
ext
840421 HAS

Marie
Callenders
is
always
looking
or new. enthusiastic
workers to join our team Apply at
2831 Meridian Ave . or call 2657130 for appointment

AUTOMOTIVE
MERCEDES BENZ 67 Model 230 4 dl
sunroof Greet condition $2950

’SO SUZUKI 850 Shaft MN paint chrome Comes w 1 4 sport fairing,
leather bags. complete fresh tune.
new plates. P350 Cell 277.8716
17 DODGE RAM CHARGER. 4 .4, 440
tog . 79.00011 roll her 53700 bo.
call Genesi 265-3994
PC-COM PC-COM PC -COM" IS
AT XT compatibles and accesLocated at 2515 $

King
Call 2361038 Special 6%

Road
oft for SJSU with ID

IBM XT COMPATIBLES include Ir.
home installation, system cootie.
assistance

From $546.

new & guaranteed Contact Pat at
258-6598

FOR SALE
Chinese Russian"," Boxes of
new nearnew and used books
Arch

& structures- design and
construction Power equipment.
design and operation mechanical
engineering texts Power Design
Engineering review manuals -civil
and electricel English tutorial fur
non-English Tapes English Russian Dictionary Chinese arch and
design books Math and computer
texts Mosby-Med nursing dictionary (new) Sell as lot S150
151200 value) or by recech Wed..

ano,

day Friday only call 269.3117

:flu!

TWIN BED w mattress set toot board

$200 Call Dawn at 971.2663
MATTRESS SETS’ NEW. TWIN 585
full 195. queen $145 king $180101
F

II

s

Mt

View. (415)966.1346
THE BREAD

ROSES BOOKSHOP is
unique bookstore specializing
in books on history
current
e vents

labor

6262828. Eel 856

voice & personality Call Jerry at
996-4526
THE STUDENT UNION INFORMATION
CENTER and Music Listening
Room are now accepting applff a.
lions Work Study only Contact
the Student Union Director s Of.
fice
THE STUDENT UNION is now accept.
ing applications for a date entry
accounting position Worksludy
is required Summer hours also
available Apply al the Director’s
Office
TIE UP THOSE loose ends’ E ern extra
5$ as inventory counters, kit pullers or stock clerks on short term
assignments NDWE Call us at
Tailored inventory 749-0240 Mon.
day through Friday
TRAINING SPECIALIST

Direct care
stied needed for residential facill
ties for adolescents and young
adults with autism & related disa-

bilities FT PT positions available
early weekday
mornings
at.

Black Americans,

Chicanos.

Asia -A
Ica
Marxism
Written by
Blacks. Chicanos Asians labor
activists. Mortiala We also have.
in English Soviet texts in the so Pal sciences You won I find our
books, posters and records in
women.

Other stores ir the valley In addihon we have flction and chil
O ren books Located at 950 S
First St San Jo.13 bilis south of

tampons, weekends. & overnight
shifts 56-17 25 hr Call for applications & Information 374-6224
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
full time openings for automated
VAC EOPMT OPRS on swing
shift. graveyard & weekend shift
IF S.S.M1 9AM to 7 30 PM) Phys
ice, electronic or mechanical

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
ARS" Intl businesses and In.&
Mrs seek foreign nationals with
first hand knowledge of economic business. scientific and
political conditions in home country for consulting assistance For
info, send resume to BCS Intl.

ormotation and US citizen requi/. Call 415-493-1800 eel
445
WANTED-STUDENT

FREELANCE
PHOTOGRAPHER
Earn
while
gaining wipers.. Flex KN.-

700 St Marys PI
Antonio. Tx

Suite 1400 San
78205 or call 18001

We necessary Call the Insider at
436-4900 & ask tor David F Susan

642.5254
LIFEGUARDS Seasonal & year round
positions available now Salary
lifeguards 55 50-6640 hr Pool
managers
S7 00.54 606,
Call
942.2470

WE RE BUSY AND WE d like to keep
you busy too, We need your excellent phone skills typing skills
01 5$ wpm
and Macintosh word

PART-TIME CHILDCARE POSITIONS
available immediately 15-$5 hr,
Northern California Nannies eh $1
949-2933

(415)

local stores

Well work around
school schedules but must Save 2
mornings a week opening availability nonsmokers interested

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM I BATH"
Carport walk to campus no pets
$595 too Call 221.3839286-8440
Licensed agent
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

1 bedroom 1
bath off street parking 5475 Call
224.3939 286-8440
licensed
agent

FOR RENT FRATERNITY or SOROR
ITT Bldg located across from

like new 5350 cash only aft 5
bra new tits 84 88 vette 550. 795

HELP WANTED
ADVERTISING

OR

BUSINESS

MA.

JORS needed to pursue elver.ing accounts No experience is
necessary bul you must be ye.
professional Very high commis.
sions Call 9644235
AFTERNOON

BABYSITTING at my
home M.E 12 30-4 30 for girl 4
boy 2 yrs Women we child OK
So S J tern. deg call 365-1318

BANKING
P TIME

CUSTOMER
UNION
SERVICE REP
(New accounts)
SAN JOSE
This position covers our t I 15 AM
through S 30 PM Monday through
Friday schedule and requires 1
year new accounts or banding

perience and esculent customer
service skills We offer S9 00 per
hour plus commission. INCENand WEEKENDS
OFF" Please call Rhine Bilceno
or Kathy owl. from 10 30 to
230 PM, at 296.0567 E0ESAN
TIVE

BONUS

FRANCISCO FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSOCIATION
BEAUTIFUL LAKE TAHOE’ Looking
for a fun summer job? Beg JUNE
thru LABOR DAY Part Full time
Cashiers & stockers PDO TA
NOMA MKT. West Shore More
info

1916)52S-7411 14081295

9238

reach the beach & we are your
source a you can talk we hove
position for you We offer great
pay very flexible FT PT sched-

OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS" FT PT security oth
cers all shifts
FT PT evening

SECURITY

INVOIS
We will train
Apply in person MonFri AAM.
4PM 260 Meridian Ave S J 266

5990
SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts ft pt
1548 hr to stem Full benefits no
experience needed
GUARD SECURITY

Apply VAN-

3212 Scott
between Scott & Son Tomas Santa Clara Call 727-9793
Blvd

SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK open-

STUDENT

3 BORN, 2 13TH
BD 20TH APT
avail 5-1-88 2 bike frm SJSU 50
011 this summer Call 286-2330

PERSONALS
A

Contidentisl

335 5
Beywood
Ave San Jose. call 247-7414 for
appointment

We work Sun-

to campus must enjoy people’
Call 924-1129 M-Th
TEACHER ASST 30 hr eat Work se
children with developmental behevioral problems
Community
Ile irining great ip
for special
led psych & or students pelvis
tor promotion Call 374-9050
TEACHERS PRESCHOOL’

Petended

comed SJSU students & staff always have 10% oft Call for appt
now" 405 E Santa Clara St at
Sth call 995-0488 We speak VIelnamese. Spanish & Chinese

Angelo Lopez and Alex Sheikman

Dumbar Pig

LEARN HOW Ti) EARN MONEY My
assistance maken steady income

00 -1"
rr
AiVitagt.:1; CA-ACATHERINE’?.
HOW DOI FEEL",
.......,......_,......)....i...,-,

possible Easy method starts you
earning quickly For informative
appointment. phone 14151 66,1020
LE PATCH" LEADS WAY yr appetite
control-no Oodles pills, shots or?

_

GOOD WO <
COMES r
SO
WE CAN RAI5E A
INFREOUENTLY! MAYFAMILY: I’LL BUY
BE SHE’LL BE HAPPY
HER EVERYTHING
wrrH ME: WE COULD
SHE WANTS!
,F"
GET MARRIED,
-,’
.

ili

Wear
Le Patch
anywhere on
you safely. FDA -OK
Meters

WHAT AM

w5c

.--).1,

SAYNG
I’LL RAVE A HARD
__ENOUGH TIME PAYINGI’
PARKiNG NEIT SEMESTE:R
....--

.x.’" -

sought F PT, Victor Lewis "New
Source" consultant at 279-3774.
or P 0 BOX 9.5d,Ca.95103-0009

..:..,

1

1

MATH-PHONE

problems
Math
solved tutoring by phone al any
level Sessions 1110 1 hour Call

..f

(415)796-8497
NEED CASH FOR SCHOOL or to consolidate
high
interest
credit
cards? Let Washington Square
Federal Credit Union help with an
unsecured loan at 13 95%. se-

.4
.....a.,--,
Michael Sherman

Skibblefritz
WA A MINtiff tu esuy5
tITI (Al JAIL.’
Cv1 1’j TWI6ILE

cured loans and cds also avail.
able Call 947.727301 drop by the
office at 8th & San Salvador
PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES’ Let me

MTN AL/it ftki
13.4 A

+AIMED NIEN
ALI 70

Cherie et 274-809$

\VratfAi(E,

PROFESSIONAL

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel formerly of KSJS

irJ

You vie got the party we ye got
music, Michel Productions
provides a wide varmly 01 100510
for your wedding. party or dance
at reasonable rates Call Desiree
or Phil at 249-2820 or 922-7359
the

RESEARCH

SERVICES

Wanda Folk

Laugh Lines

Academic thesis
assistance
Ghostwriting All subtacti Qualified etreer
Resumes A.-writing Catalog Berkeley 11151841 -

YOUR

comt4rr

Acr5

$299 You keep the negatives Call

WRITING

acria-1

+1E1(

f

capture your wedding TOMOrlent
with quality photos tor less" Bud.
gel and deluxe packages from

’GU/PINS TITESE $30M3 DWAs
SURE IS WRING -WC cv&ITA
SPICE

It LAPP Bo.

PHOTOGRAPHED
by a professional high quality,
budget price tree to-damnation

WEDDING

YEPO

INSTERP Of TESTING
TNEI owe’PIE 0.950 10
SCE WHAT THEY’ve LEneNco
WE COULD rESI-Ene
THEY
CLASS Tr, SCE
THEY
aW7 tolowl

OHS THEN,
ItLei.PLEt .1401
WIRT If 50NECNE P15550.5
THE whNER rOf THE
HA HA rIA

Af TER

’’./51-Lei

,,

144- it
hes hes
en rat

CHARGE
’Cm Z5 BuCK.511
-cr Ho’ HO1 HR/
. riEENLIKI

).1171?E’1-e-C 1

TYPING

TliEr4 -

we LL
WE LL --

anss, our
Sur HEE nee Bur
Ina), 07,4iWE

TrmE Ttir
wiliwr

Same

MO WOO

litopie tow ofp,
Pasiv6/rw

count

kftf

affordable

pro.

tilt! (

I

look and BE their best in no time
at all’ Hrly rates Student disAvail
count
P.0
delivery
wknds and evenings

Call Linda

280-5161
ACHIEVEMENT.

AAAA-ACCURACY

ACKNOWL
ACCOUNTABILITY.
EDGEABLE In typing lhal tops

Classified

Trust TONY 296-2087 Thanks
SI 50 per pope double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar.

DENT DISCOUNT

APA FORMAT moo peppal IrtesI. web

A At SECRETARY
Close lo school

with computer
Avoilabie nighl

corned 10 yeats typing word pro
ceasing eeperience Lefler quality

and day Rush jobs aro my spec,
silty Call Pa. al 1408) 225
5025 225-9009
ABSOLUTELY

ACCURATE

ACCOM,
A

resume & cover letters I look
forward to serving your typing
needs this ...Per Hrly rates
500 pm

tree di. storage Quick relurn all
work quitrent*. Cassette tran
scription

availeble
Almaden
Brenham area 7 days week Coll

typing our speciality Free proofing disk storage
Reasonable
We re fast dependable grammar,

2614504
DO YOURSELF A FAVOR’ Ts., advantage of our reeperti. Top
r.tarial .rvice for all your WORD

wise college grads So call us
’OM papers reports MONS les.
peCielly science) etc at 251-0449
ACADEMIC

TYPING WORD

pr.essing needs Graphics
reports
les. manuscripts

PROCE-

transcription

re-

sumes term papers theses We
also provide disk storage editing.
grammar and spell checking.

MESSING Thesis work a ape
Patty Eeperience counts’ Group
papers welcome Standard 8 rff
crocassette

let-

or printing
PS Laser printing
from your disk Special discount

Free

disk storage and generous STU

& FACULTY DISCOUNTS’
GOOD TYPIST" Reasonable rates
Call Eva at 2556285 or 272 5033
Will pecked and deliver

WORD

PROCESSING
Also term pa
manuscripts screenplays
{91%101161f

edit

SERVICE Reasonable
rat., free disk storage free pick
up & delivery Call 270-8936

pers. group projects theses. etc
Professional word processing,

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT letterquality
accur.y gcar.nt.ed Academic

Thesis

Teresa

CALL LINDA TODAY" Avoid the rush’
Reserve now for your term a..

Jane 251-

ENTERPRISE
pert
resumes

TYPING

2474681 (Santa Clara) STUDENT

for faculty and students Call
Printy.
s WORDWORKS et 14081
253-WORD or 253-WORK

Very compehtive rates
Students receive a discount with
ID Access Data -2111-4982 ask for

printing

PUSHED Typist Specialicing
all academic typing including
APA format, term papers theses

830 am
5942

17 years empe

Hence Call Chrystal at 923-8461

ante. Thanks

repetitive

10010.1

...ion Free SPELCHEK
Chuck
disc lorage
Santa Clara Cali

LASERJET OUTPUT Years or Impenl
once serving SJSU faculty and
students AN work guaranteed

ttan
copy
turn
246.

SpecialicIng in word perfect end
word Call PJ al 923-2309

WORDPROCESSING
EVERGREEN
Term papers SI 75 p dbi sp and
proofed Small business letters

LUCID EDITORIAL SERVICE Typing
writing assistance editing typing
Laser
of reports theses etc
printer Affordable accurate de.

around
S825

mailing lists

flyers

newsletters

pendable

Instructor

projects
welcome
Quality guaranteed On campus
2741408)
pickup delivery Call

campus Pickup available Sally el
251-4445
PROFESSIONAL

3684 (leave message)
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
business legal word
cedemic
processing needs Term papers
reports

Only I? minutes horn

WORD

PRO,

CESSiNG"

12 years s.reterial

experience

No job too large or

too

pnall

Rate

Student

$12 SO hr Reg $18 00 hr Hours
30-5 PM (afternoon hours by
appointment) call Anna at 9724982

resumes

letters group
prowls manuals theses etc All
academic formats A APA Free
disk storage SPELCHEK puny
luation grammar assistanc All
work gimrant.d For that profes-

RESUMES
areas

TYPING

WRITING

1 service 1) years

Bay
ape

sional quick & dependable worry
free service at its best with AF

rience
Career
Consultetions
Seminars All job
Career

FORDABLE RATES

Center, 243-4070

call PAM at

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
Proles
Pone typing II business set.
ices Fast. reesonabie nem the
university Call 292.4047
TERM PAPERS BY MAIL" We take
Your draft sit 6 type you pony a
get down laser output & spell
proofed Call Dural Pubs at 9453941 977-7999 beeper
TYPING"
Cell

REASONABLE
PATTI

at

14061

RATES"
2465633

Santa Clara area
TYPING

Term papers theses Re
sumes and rush jobs an* my sp.
Parties Tate your handwritten
&eft into polished co. Bibliographies. footnotes a snap on my
word processor Special student
rates
Phone
792-0693 (leave
message)
REPORTS let
tars resumes manuscripts. legal

WORDPROCESSING

Editing available Have two de
gr.s Reasonable rates Cell 5701
1329
CAMBRIAN
WORD
PROCESSING
AREA" 15 ie. emperience Chew
and fast’ SI 25 per page ClOuble
spaced SI 75 per page singe
space Call 879-9254

Print Your Ad Here
ICount approxanately 30 letters and spaces for each /kW
Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

L 1 _LL

LL

May 3rd through 8th
Each

PLEASE HELP ME 1 m disabled student having financial problems
God Bless you all J J ADAMS
51A S Ph SI
Sen Jose Ca

One

95112

Two

Days

$5 00

$5 20

$

4 I mes

$435

55)5

$5 55

$580

$600

$1 05

5 I ,oes

$511,

$600

$635

$660

$680

$1 10

ones

$595

$680

$7 15

$740

$760

$1 35

Professional HAIR
the only permanent
method An about the special
discount tor Spring Complimen

Day
40

_L_L_I I I I 1_1_1_

LI I I I L_L_L

111

1

Print Needle

Semester Rates (All Issues)
591 ines $4b 00
15

move your unwanted heir (chin
bikini tummy moustache Mc)
15% discount to students and lac
Lilly Call before May 31 1988 and
got your first appl II I 2 price

removal

Extra

Days

$.4 75

BARE IT ALL’ Stop shoving waving,
t preecIng or using chemical dep.
toe. Let me permanently re-

ELECTROLYSIS’

Five

Days

$435

ach Additional I be Add $ 80

end are 20-55
years old please cell Palmer College 01 Chiropractic -West at 14081
244-8907 reetenslon 401

5594500, 1645 S Bascom C
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow

Four

Days

$351.

months

Unwanted Halt Easeppears With
My Care OM. Chelgren RE

Three

Day
3110es

6

than 6

time

Open 7 day a week Insurance
and Medical are warmly wel-

JOSTENS RING DAYS Last chance to
save 520 140 $80 on class ring
See Dave al Spartan Bookstore-

BACKACHE’"? FREE treatment as
part of. research project II you
hew had low back pain to. more

IMMO

by the leading designers Super
thin lenses tor high power Re

HAPPY 2 year onniver
sary’ You re the BEST’ I love you’

ca. and California driver s license Must be U S citizen Call

the

ing glaucoma check complete
contact lense service for family
Fashion hence and sunglasses

PETUNIA

SERVICES

SUMMER IS UPON US’ Earn S for your
summer tun Build your resume at

price Complete eye fmarn includ-

FULZ FACE

ing at Varian image Tube Division
Requires 2 yrs emparleoce in
-Mr plus
stores ship rec or so
ability to ilft SO Ms fork 1111 cede,

different shifts every we. Close

ASSISTANT temporery summer
lob 7 11.8 19 PI SS 05-SS SO hr
30-40
h. wk.
Monday-Frklay

today 296-7390

ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC".
UNWANTED HAIR removed forever

consideration call us at 288 6818

eatad in owning their own business We provide sales & man.
arsernent training & guerenteed

ENTRY CI ERICAI

bth doublewide mobilehorne 5
Star Park Ali appliances pool ia
cuze Story Road & McLaughlin
S39 500 Relocating Please call

make the WHEELCHAIR OLYMPICS pass BC for immediate

SUMMER" PLAY DURING the day &
work evenings Flexible lob Mal
pays 15 $10 per hour Sign up for

4863

For Sale-2 EkIrm 2

Corn* loin us and make some
good money wide helpng to

CAREER OPPORTUNITY with 3rd
largest insurance company We
need reliable stable people, inter

income when qualified Call livid
Zacher or Dick Adams at 37r-

at-

TIX FOR SALE’ Thurs v Jays
Tu. vs Tigers 55 ea groups
available Call Dean .1 295.2044

that everyone empathic.. with

Cell 1.

DATA

RENT TO OWN

ules good bonuses and an en.
ergetic working environment For.
get all of your past telernartmling
ereperkences We have a program

Thurs evenings 6 309 30 and
Set afternoon 200-5 CO 3 MUM
mm Cell 924.1129

earn S et the same time
SPM daily at 9241129

1166-0646

STUDENTS Christen Horne
Large clean sleeping ors Pith
priv 2 blks I’m campus Avail
now $300 mo doubles 5250 my
singles 617 5 6th St San Jose

993-3731

415.493-1600 ..1445

CAN YOU COMMUNICATE EFFECT,.
VEl y? Are you able to be at your
very best when speaking to
strangers? Learn these skills and

very
lull basement

MALE

SCHOOL IS almost out and summer is
almost here Now is the time to
find the perfect summer lob
You is gonna need money to

6009

San Fernando

cornmodius inci
kitchen etc Call

Dia

Christopher Cabrer OS Quality
and last service al extremely low

THEY
00610 JD
’TAP Vete
HEAD lb
ge IF YOu
HPUE

icoofrsa
pr,ry FAucer
FOR Me Tkr4,
AND ‘MU DONT
Fftue ANY
music kw
ANO-p-lek

1th
7AP
0040,
wrIHOUT
TAPS.

leseional typist’ Al 90 words a
minute! can melte all your paper

ternoon & ev.

SALES PT FT financial services Ex.
cellent opportunity Send resume
to P013. 53347 S J 95153

AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR
Frame and lenses from $37’ Dr

AAAAAAliiii YOU FINALLY FOUND it -

HOUSING

SJSU on E

TVNT
SEE ANY
soF
SOO

Call 296-0931"

an experienced

call at 4465636
SALES EARN A BIG INCOME FT PT
Water purification PedrIcien Call

tary consulatIon by appointment

Call 371.7887 ask for SJSU dis-

Contact Marl, at 298-2255

*280) Call 294.2930 for hours
(2) 255 VESO 16 TIRES GDYR prbli

View

PHOTOTO LAB TECH

PLAY DURING THE DAY. Work in the
evening’ A lob that involves communicating with the alumni of

RED EYE is looking for assistant man.
agora lull lime & part time in our

Mtn

FT dependable basic math
Good communication skills
Photo tap plus not required

LAB TECH CLERK. 20-30
I -Hour Photo Depot in

SJSU waits for you Earn $5$10 hr Call now for interview at
924.1129

941-7100

plus per day Call 1-800-932-0528

file

Campbell Photo proceseng exp
prel $4-$6 hr Flex hrs Free pro
veining Call 3714664 or 35613101 (eves & week ends)

to

..15,01113 FUY--TIME or, par11929..99._
campus marketing products for
Fortune 500 Companies 545-5100

clerks

hr wh

desire

EOE NO FEE

PART-TIME. FULL TIME JOBS avail.
able. Never fee Call BEST Temporary Services. 9134-1340 for details
Typists
secreleirles.
laborers,

the

learn) Adie offers the best ben.
fits higher pay cash bonuses.
paid holidays and more Cali us’

maden Oaks
$6-17 50 hr
Call
Gretchen Crowley at 286-8658

PHOTO

lot

processing"

Lifeguards & Swim instructors Summer iobsfull time & part time Al-

Sheila Neal

EYECARE

BLE. DAILY CASH Walking di..
lance from campus Afternoon &
evening shifts available Good

business. scientific and
political conditions in home coon.
try tor consulting assistance For
info send resume to BCS
700 St Marys PI . Suite 1400 San
Antonio, Tx. 78205 or call 18001
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neyland’s motion that the suit lacked
any legal basis.
"This will end the litigation unless there’s some motion to set aside
the judgment," said Walt Disney
Co. attorney Daniel F. Fears.
D’Allura’s lawyer, Ronald Kanner, said a motion will be filed to set
aside the judgment.
He said a heavy trial load made it
impossible for him to answer Disneyland’s motion in time.
D’Allura, 29, reported he was
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The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi
San Jose State University
Chapter 67
The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi was founded in 1897 and became a national organization through the efforts ofpresidents of three state
universities. From the start, its primary objective has been to recognize and encourage superior scholarship in all fields of study, with good
character as a supporting attribute of those elected to membership.
"Let the love of wisdom rule mankind" is the motto of the Society. At the national level the Society has two major activities which supplement the work of the chapters. One is the publication of the presitgious National Forum with a circulation of 112,000; and the other is awarding
fellowships for first-year graudate study. This year 50 fellowships in the amount of S6,000 each were awarded.

OUTSTANDING STUDENTS
The top 5% of juniors and the top 10% of seniors
are invited to membership
May 4, 1988
Congratulations to the following San Jose State University
faculty, staff and students:
STUDENTS
Harry Kanji Abe
Dan i Gay Alexander
Debora L. Alexander
Abed Alhamid Alfar
Audrey Jane Anderson
Anita Armour
Brian A. Arnold
Michele Marie Baker
Shanta J. Balu
Sybil Barefoot
Joseph M. Beaulieu
Joanne Christine Beebe
Kristi L. Bell
Alison Bennett
Shelley Susan Betz
Steven D. Black
Bridgette Ann Blahut
Teresa Dawn Blanton
Lisa Margaret Bledsoe
Darrel A. Block
Gregory A. Bogle
Amy Jenean Bollinger
Judy Marie Boyd
Jeanne Louise Braz
Robin Lynn Brazil
Anna L. Brown
Colette M. Brown
Kathleen M. Buckley
Pamela Burkett
Michael G. Capella
Coralyn M. Caragan
Andrew Carrillo
Scott James Carter
Jennifer D. Castelluccio
Julie Cate
Lynn Chan
Martin Raymond Cheek
Elisabeth A. Choate-Cilett
Michelle Mei-Shan Choy
Linda Helmick Clark
Tiffani Rae Clarke
Lu Ann Clarkson
Karen A. Cobb
Bob Cochran
Kristen Lee Coles
Charles Casey Colton
Leigh Ann Cool
Arthur F. Coombs III

Cynthia L. Cornelius
Sally Ann Cramer
Sandra Crane
Leslye Dahlen
Heather M. David
Lalah M. Davis
Rebecca L. DeLongchamp
Janice Elizabeth DiCiuccio
Debra Ruth Dimas
Karen S. Divers
Laura Rose Donnelly
Dorothy L. Doremus
Nancy Ellen Downer
Michelle A. Dragony
Andrew Evan Drake
Laura J. Durr
Audra Ann Dydo
John Francis Early
Tammy L. Edwards
Valerie J. Endter
Dawn Elizabeth Fitzpatrick
Lorri Lee Flolo
Tonya Delight Focht
Perry J. Forschino
Susan Shih-En Fu
Kate Halloran Gee
Irene Geh Guat Oei
Lisa M. Gibbs
Cheryl Givens
Karen Le Ann Godard
Kelvin Varley Godshall
Linda A. Goldsberry
Rochelle Golosman
Elisa R. Goti
Gab o G. Grau
Rachel M. Greenburg
Thomas Anthony Gruber
Kristi Kay Hagen
Christian H. Hahn
Marilyn G. Handley
Jane Margaret Hanley
Kathleen F. Hansell
Susan L. Hansen
Michi Meaut Harthcock
Dyanne Marie Hartwig
Michele Lynn Hasterlik
Susan T. Heers
Carol A. Helfrick
Cindy Railing Henry
Irma De La Paz Hernandez
Sharon R. Hertle
Donna Jean Hurse
James William Hurt
Barbara Jo Irribarren
Peggy L. Irwin

DISTINGUISHED ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Jack Aberle . . . . Marketing /Quantitative Analysis
Denny Auchard
Don Betando
Marshall J. Burak
Kathleen Cohen
Robert A. Hicks
Jerry Kemp
Lester H. Lange

School of Education
Division of Technology
School of Business
Art
Psychology
Instructional Resources Center
School of Science

James A. Lima

Computer & General Engineering

George Moore

History

Marion Richards

English

Fauncil J. kinn

Political Science

Roy Young

Political Science

Arun Jain
Kari Ann Johnson
Philip Scott Johnson
Terry Fisher Jones
Corine L. Jue
Jo -Ann T. Jumawan
Shelly A. Jurgess
Michael D. Kazel
Anne Marie Kegle
Janet Lee Kelly
Kim, James Hichang
Ellen Scandalis Klein
James Rodney Knowles
Yuk Jenny Koo
Laura L. Kothe
Denver R. Landis, Jr.
Linda G. Larsen
Carol Laskin-Laucella
Sandra J. Lavin
Thang Le
Peter C. Lee
Philip Letts
Leung, Amy Wing -Yon
Diana Y.K. Leung
Connie Lindstrom
Teri Ann Little
Judy Yi-Chun Liu
Karen J. Lowe
Hi. C. Luttmers
Patrick B. Malahy
Anja E. C. Manishin
Nancy J. Manley
Deborah A. Mannia
Mariaclaret M. Mapalad
Kathryn A. Marker
Elise C. Matsuyama
Susan Marie Hunt McArthur
Patricia McDonald
Karen McGuf fey
Janet M. McNally
Deborah A. Meade
Kelie M. Midkiff
Deborah Lee Miller
Anne K. Milliken
Joungki Min
Lindsey Diane Mitobe
Joanne Saso Moore
Jennifer Joan Mosby
Margaret A. Mosher
Anita J. Mulcahy
Takashi Murakami
Michael J. Murray
Kara Marie Myers
Carol E. Nanamura
Joyce H. Nashiro

Susan A. Neumeister
Dat T. Nguyen
Dieutrang Nguyen Khoa
Robert A. Nikander
Rita Barsotti Nostrand
Barbara Eileen Ortegel
Christopher Dale Otahal
Minoti Pakrasi
Paul Palid
Michael P. Paone
Rebecca L. Parks
Yvette Pastor
Lori A. Perry
Marc A. Petersen
Kari E. Petterson
Catherine Vivian Pezzani
Melissa Kim -Lien Pham
Taimi M. Price
Margaret Ann Pritt
David John Pulice
Deborah Lynn Rajczak
Soraya Natasha Rashid
Ralph Wayne Reader
Jayne Allvson Reed
Gary Eugene Root
Bette S. Rose
Janis H. Ross
Anna L. Ruston
James G. Sahr
Diane K. Sakamoto
Diane M. Salazar
Leolie May Sanidad
Carol Ann Sanzone
Scott Sarnikowski
Sue Sarnikowski
Jaimie Sachi Sawamura
John E. Scardina
Carol Schaub
Margaret Schifando
Matthew Schulz
Jacoba Marie -Louise Sena
Katrina Lynn Setterlund
Rupen J. Shah
Meihui Shi
Sarah W. Shim
Scott A. Shuford
Shelley P. Siegel
Amy Denise Siemers
Cathey Sigler
Paula Marie Silha
Sandra C. Silva
Susan Hurst Slafkosky
Pamela A. Smith
Pat S. Smith
Nancy P. Snideman

FACULTY AND STAFF
ELECTED
TO PHI KAPPA PHI 1988

Yukihiro Sonoda
Virginia Sorenson
Robin W. Spring
Robert E. Stecker
Kristina M. Stejskal
Aaron Stelzer
Lamarr Stevenson
Judith A. Stoeber
Lisa K. Strampach
Debra J. Suderman
Patricia Lynn Sugiyama
Nancy Sulic
Akio Takami
Mark David Teran
Julie A. Thorn
Valerie Ann Tino
Thu Thien Tran
Tuong Hai Tran
Tsang, Kwong Ting Connie
William Martin Twaddell
Regina D. Udoutch
Lisa M. Van Huystee
Matthew R. Vargas
Wendy Helene Varner
Kathleen L. Vonderach
Ann G. Walker
Ruani Michelle Weerakoon
Sandra M. Weldon
Connie Mae White
Dianne Elizabeth Whitney
Anamarie Wilke
Francoise Jacqueline Williams
Corinna L. Wilson
Laurel J. Wilson
Stephanie Michelle Wilson
Vernon Lea Winters
Brian Kam-Chiu Wong
Laura Anne Worth
Xu Shanshan
Teh-Jung Yang
Lisa Donlon York
Nancy Caroline Young
Renee A. Yusken
Anna Zakaria
Denise Zapata
Loren P. Zelmer

DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE AWARDS
Maynard Robinson

School of Education
Denny Auchard
Psychology
Sheila Bienenfeld
Meteorology
Robert Bornstein
Counseling Services
Marjorie Craig
School of Social Work
Ismael Dicppa
Nancie L. Fimbel . Marketing/Quantitative Analysis
Library
Ruth A. Halter
Christian Jochim
Religious Studies
Irene T. Miura
Child Development
John E. Morlan .... Educational Leadership & Dvmt.
English
Gabriele L. Rico
Helen S. Ross
Health Science
David E. Smith ..
Marketing/Quantitative Analysis
Frederick Spratt
Art
K. Srce Harsha
Materials Engineering
Kathleen E. Wall
Counseling Services

014-

Intercollegiate Athletics

Claude Gilbert

Assoc. Academic Vice President

OFFICERS OF SJSU
CHAPTER FOR 1986-88
President

. Wanda Blockhus ... Business/Marketing

V/President. . John Baird

Business/
Communications

Exec. Seely.. Richard Kcady

Religious Studies/
Graduate Studies

Public
Instructional Resources
Relations ... Ron McBcath
Delegates
Mechanical Engr.
.. Don Myronuk .
at Large
Mara Southern ... Psychology/Testing
John Williams
Geology
Past
President

..Scrcna Stanford ... Journalism & Mass
Communications/
Graduate Studies
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and sounds. Listen for the steadiness of
the engine’s sounds and cabin noise.
Open the windows to hear any unusual
sounds while braking and turning.
Drive on different surface pavements to check the car’s handling and
smoothness of ride (suspension system, braking, and steering).
Make sure you’re comfortable behind the wheel. Can you reach hand
and foot controls without stretching?
Is your head too close to the roof or
windshield? Is your vision obscured
by the dashboard or headrests? Can
you sit comfortably without hunching
forward or cramping your legs?
(Check the back seats too.)
When you return the car, assess the
dealership by asking these questions:
Is the dealership conveniently
located?
Are the service areas kept clean and
orderly?
Are loaner cars available if your
car is out of service for several days?
Weigh the Options
When you’re ready to make a deal,
you’ll be faced with a range of optionsfrom performance and safety
options to luxury, appearance, and
entertainment options. If you can’t afford them all, what should you
sacrifice?
What you should not sacrifice are
the performance and safety features.
These featuresa more powerful engine, better steering and braking, safety gear, and internally wired security
systemsare hard to add at a later
date. They can save your lifeand
help you reduce your insurance costs.
You can always add upgrades, such
as deluxe wheel covers and a better stereo, later. When you purchase extras,
your main concern should be your
ability to finance the total package.
Negotiate for the Best Deal
How much negotiating power do
you have? Usually, you can negotiate
between 10 percent and 20 percent off
the sticker price. But a lot depends on
timing. Pick your time carefully.
Month-ends are often slow sales times,
and dealers will be more open to negotiating. According to Auto Week magazine, any time you read that dealer inventories exceed 50 to 60 days, you’re
in a good bargaining position.
6 plus/SPRING 88

Extra Protection

Consider selling your old car your
self. You’ll get a higher price than it
you trade it in.
Understand that markups on for
eign and luxury cars are higher thai
those on domestic compacts or sub
compacts.
Inspect the car carefully before you
Jose the deal. If anything is wrong,
point it out to the dealer before you
sign the contract.

Should you get an extended warranty or service contract? Base your
choice on what the factory warranty excludes. Today, most factory
warranties are fairly comprehensive. Even if you don’t know a
wheel bearing from a widget, check
the name of each item under original warranty against the coverage
list for the extended plan. In this
way, you can begin to identify
which systems of the car would be
gaining additional protection under
an extended warranty.
If you’re the type of person who
intends to keep the car longer than
the period of the factory warranty
or if you put on a lot of miles each
year, extended plans make especially good sense. Consider that as a
car ages, it tends to require more
serviceof the expensive variety
(transmissions, valves, etc.).
With a good extended plan, you
are actually insuring against unexpected major repair costs that you
may not be able to afford at the
time they occur.

Here are some negotiating tips to
follow:
Don’t talk about financing until
the price is settled. Your means of payment can influence the price you pay.
Be prepared to wait for the car you
really want. Chances are the dealer
can swap with another local dealer
who has your choice on his lot.

igure Your Financing
Shopping for a loan is just as important as shopping for your car. Talk to
at least three financing sources, including the dealer, a bank, a savings
and loan, and a credit union. Compare the Annual Percentage Rates
(APR) and the lengths of the loans.
Interest on car payments is figured
differently from the simple interest
compounded on your savings accounts or student loans. Obviously,
the shorter the term and the lower the
rate, the less you will pay overall. But,
you can lower your monthly payments
by increasing the term, or reduce your
total payout by accepting higher
monthly charges.
Unless you are an accounting major, have your lender prepare a chart,
such as the one below, that clearly
shows your options.
Buying a new car is a major investment. When you’ve taken the rime and
effort to ensure getting a good deal,
you can be proud of both your car and
your buying savvy.

COST OF A $5,000 LOAN
Total
Payment

7%

8%

9%

10%

36 months
48 months
60 months

$5,562
5,736
5,940

$5,634
5,856
6,090

$5,724
5,976
6,240

$5,814
6,096
6,360

$154.50
119.50
99.00

$1 56.50
122.00
101.50

$159.00
124.50
104.00

$161.50
127.00
106.00

Monthly
Payments
36 months
43 months
60 months

APR
Rates

LE MANS
The imported Pontiac,
packed with pizzazz,
affordably priced!
A 1.6 liter fuel-injected, overhead cam
engine and 4-speed transmission provide crisp and dependable performance.

LeMarts’ distinctive exterior design is
more than aerodynamic, it allows
plenty of interior space for 5 full-size
adults

Mai Pherson front struts and torsion
beam rear suspension are tuned for
sure handling and a smooth, responsive road feel. The grippy all-weather
radials are standard

Inside, reclining front bucket seats,
twill cloth upholstery, an electric rear
window defogger and plenty of storage
area are all standard
Peace of mind is also standard, thanks
to a 6-yr./60,000-mile powertrain
warranty. See your Pontiac dealer for
the terms and conditions of this limited
warranty.
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Your Car
Keeping Up Your Investment
_.**

As the proud owner of a new car,
you’ll agree that it makes good sense
to treat your investment with TLC.
It’s Routine
To keep your car in good condition
and under warranty, you’ll need to
follow the recommended maintenance
schedule:
Read the owner’s manual carefully,
and keep it in the glove compartment or
map pocket. Note recommended fluids
and tire pressures.
Locate all the routine maintenance
points, such as windshield fluid containers, coolant tank, oil dipstick, transmission oil dipstick, radiator, air filter, power steering fluid dipstick, battery water
receptacles (on non-sealed batteries),
position a spare tire and jack. Become
familiar with these measuring tools and
procedures.
Know when your car is due for its
maintenance checks.
Treat your upholstery with spray
stain repellent if you haven’t had this
done by the dealer.
Follow the recommendations in your
owner’s manual for break-in acceleration
and speed limits.
Lookin. Good
An essential part of your car’s maintenance program is keeping it looking
good. A well-cared-for car lasts longer
and has a higher resale value.
It’s important to wash your car frequently with mild soap and warm or cool
water. lithe paint job is less than six
months old, don’t wash or was the car
excessively. It takes time for paint to cure
IELLISMAtION BY KERRY GAV/N

properly. If you’re going to wax, try using a pre-wax cleaner. Always wash or
wax your car in the shade. Direct sunlight
can be damaging to your car’s finish.
For the best protection and appearance, use one of the hard wax pastes.
Liquid 55 axes give a good shine and may

be easier to work with, but they don’t
protect the finish as well or for as long.
When waxing, follow the directions on
the container for the best results.
Routine maintenance, washing, and
waxing are the best ways to keep your car
looking and driving its best!

Protecting Your Car against Theft
"More than I million vehicles are
stolen every year by hardened professionals who can take a car in less
than a minute with tools that cost
less than 40 bucks," says San Jose
Police Chief Joseph McNamara,
author of Safe and Sane.
How can you protect your car
from auto theft? Many consumers

are buying security devices for their
cars that range in price from less
than $100 to more than $1,000.
Insurance savings is an added incentive for installing an antitheft
device. Some states require insurers
to give discounts to policyholders
with antitheft devices.

-

Seniors and Grad Students:

KE
CREDIT
HISTORY
Get a new GM
vehicle and $400
and defer your
first payment
for 90 days’

a

Congratulations. graduates! At
GMAC we believe you deserve
credit for all that hard work.
That’s why we developed the
GMAC College Graduate Finance
Program. It helps get you into the
Chevrolet. Pontiac. Oldsmobile,
Buick. Cadillac or GMC Truck of
your choice. It gets you going on
a credit history. And it gets you
$400 plus a 90-day deferment
of start of payments. Finance charges accrue from
the date of purchase.
GMAC is proud to support America’s college
graduates. and we’re proud to be an Equal Credit

Opportunity Company.
See your participating General Motors Dealer
for more information. And start picking out the car,
van or light truck of your choice. Or we’d be happy
to send you a brochure that gives you all the details
of the GMAC College Graduate Finance Program.
Just give us a call at 1-800- Z -DREAM-4.
’This deferral of payment option is not available 111k0fInelt.on with
other CMAC programs or or MK Ngan or nennsylvans.i. or on vehicles with
t..ish selling ime 01 510000 or less in New lersey

OFFICIAL SPONSOR OF

GMAC

CHEVROLET PONTIAC OLDSMOBILE BUICK CADILLAC GMC TRUCK

The Credit Direction
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You probably are a
Credit.
part of the "credit culture." Are you paying off
a car loan? Charging your
clothes? Buying college
nowand agreeing to pay
for it later? Everybody’s
doing it: at last count,
more than 600 million credit cards
were riding in American wallets.
These days a history of wise credit
use is your consumer "ID card."
Credit gives you flexibility. It can let
you borrow a bit of money from your
future to buy something you really
need today. Why sleep on the floor in
your first apartment when you can
buy a bed "on time" (making monthly
payments for an established period of
time until the item is paid off)? Because personal income tends to rise
quickly during the "roaring 20s,"
creditors are eager to attract the business of young consumers. Think of all
the things you may need or want in the
next 10 years: cars, furniture, working-world wardrobes, dinners on the
town. You can buy it all on credit. The
question is: Will you be able to pay the
bills?
Upbeats and Downbeats:
The Music of Credit Cards
Eseryone’s singing the same tune:
let’s get it now! Is there a flip side? It’s
easy to get creditbut it’s easy to get
in trouble with it too.
Keep these pointers in mind:
ONE: Credit isn’t more money. It’s
a convenience that allows you to use
future income to pay for current purchases. How much you borrow should
always depend on what you earn.
TWO: Credit isn’t free. You pay for
the privilege of borrowing money. Finance charges can add up to a sizable
amount fast.
It’s easy to let your expectations run
away with you. Here are some reasonable rules to follow:
Be cautious at first, especially if
you’ve just started a new job, or have
a fluctuating income.
Shop around for interest rates.
Credit cards differ and so do loan
SPRING 88/plus 9

pay. For most of us, credit debts
above that level spell T-R-O-U -B-L-E.

rates. Comparison-shop for the best
rates.
Hold on to your credit receipts;
carry them in your wallet, or keep a
running list of the month’s charges in
your checkbook. Remind yourself
that some of the money in your account is already spoken for, and you’ll
be less likely to spend it before the
charge bills come through.
Limit your initial short-term debt
(retail accounts, installment loans
everything but a mortgage) to no more
than 15 percent of your take-home

ti!"U’VE E6TAI3L.15-1E7
A 604:7 C.42EP1 T RATING - WET?’ BE &LAP TO EXTENP
A 4414/Y.fr
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In the Beginning...
Building a Credit History
Start small.
Building a credit history takes time
and patiencebut, contrary to some
popular money myths, it’s relatively
easy to get first-time credit.
Some ways to jump-start your credit -ability:
Open savings and checking accounts. They allow you to show you
can handle money responsibly and
they will score points on credit applications.
Open one or two charge accounts
at local department stores and pay
your bills on time. You can use the
stores as credit references after about
three months.
Use your car or the money in your
savings account as collateral for a
small loan. You are developing a good
credit history by paying the loan off
according to the terms of the contract.
If you don’t have assets to use as
collateral, ask a parent or adult friend
(somebody with a good credit rating)
to cosign your loan application.
Apply for a gasoline credit card.
Like retail cards, they’re relatively
easy to get.
Once you’ve built a credit rating,
keep it clean! It’s important to make
payments on time. Don’t commit
yourself to monthly payments you
can’t afford.

And if you get into trouble? Bite the
bullet: Call or write your creditors if
you’re sending a "short" payment
this month. (It’s better to send partial
payments to all creditors than to pay
some and not others.)
"There’s no question that people
would rather discuss their sex lives
than their financial situation when
they’re in a bind," one credit expert
told The Wall Street Journal. "But it
gives you an enormous edge if you
contact your creditors before they
have to pressure you."
In Control:
Be a Credit to Yourself!
Going out into the "real world" is
something to celebrate. But the opportunities and privileges of adult life also
include responsibilities.
Coping with adult credit means coping with yourself: learning how to tell
wants from needs, sidestepping emotional spending, finding ways to separate who you are from what you own.
You are the key to your own credit
success. Can you keep credit spending
to no more than 15 percent of your
take-home income? Will you be able
to resist overspending when your
friends start buying original artwork
and imported cheeses?
Credit. It can provide immediate
comforts and ease your way to a comfortable future. And it’s yours just for
the asking.
Handle with care!
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You need to establish credit.
But because you’re a student,
most banks make it
difficult for you
to get credit.
What do you do?
Simple. Apply to Citibank Because we make it easy for students.
And if you turn the page, you’ll find out why.
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Why it’s easy for students to get
a Citibank credit card.
As a student, you’ve obviously been through a lot
lengthy lectures, grueling exams, numerous papers.
And Citibank thinks you deserve credit for all that.
That why we’ve made it easy for you to apply
for credit.
You don’t even need your parents to
co-sign. (What other bank makes it that easy?)
All you need is a photocopy of your validated
student ID with current enrollment sticker.
4tes 123
The only other thing is to choose one of our
cards. A Citibank MasterCard or Visa’ card.
C/t
otiousl
Either one will give you a head start establishing credit. And because we’d like a long-term
’c-Il
0.11ƒ1111111V
relationship with you, we’ll review your account
5
4410
periodically so we can increase your credit line.
C 3 r5
What’s more, as a Citibank cardmember, you can
4 lie
get cash 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. From the
largest network of automatic teller machines across
the country.
So just follow the simple steps outlined below.
And remember, even though most banks are
looking for reasons to say no to you, Citibank wants
to say yes.

CITIBAN<0

is4

Tear off the application. (Use the perforations,
they make life easier.)
CI Fill it in.
IA Photocopy (both sides) of your validated
student ID with current enrollment sticker.
U Put everything in an envelope.
Write our address on the envelope,
Citibank (South Dakota) N.A.
Citicorp Credit Services, Inc. (MD)
One Citicorp Drive
Hagerstown, Maryland 21748-0002

[

Seal the envelope. Put a stamp on it
Mail it.
, Remember, good things come to those who wait.

CITIBMKO

DISCLOSURE BOX
Annual Percentage Rate
198% for Purchases and Cash Advan, ,,

Variable Rate Index and Spread
Does Not Apply

Grace Period/Free Ride Period
On purchases you will have a grace period or tree
ride" period of at least 25 days calculated from the
statement closing date to the payment due date If
you do not pay your new balance in full by the pay
ment due date, you will be assessed a finance charge
on the then outstanding balance and on future pur
chases from the date such purchases are posted to
your account On cash advances finance charges are
assessed from the day you take the cash advance
until the day we receive payment in full

Cash Advance
Fees and
Transaction Fees
If taken at a financial
institution. 2% of
amount of advance bu,
not less than $2 or
more than $10 If taker,
at Automated Teller
Machine. $1 75
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Annualized Membership_ Fee

$20

Late Payment

Fees

I he fee is $10 for
each billing period
,11 which your min.
’sum payment is
not received with,’
:5 days after pay
,sent due date

MON

Over the Limit Fees and
Other Charges
. Iver the limit Fee NOfW
Had Check Fee $10 Minenur,.
/ mance Charge 50C for each
nilling period in which a finance
harge based on a periodic rate, ii,
nayable Collection Fees Lawyers
lees plus court costs or any other
lees as allowed by law
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Scoring Points: Credit by Computer
You may have a higher credit rating than you think. More and more lenders
are running credit applications through computer "credit scoring" programs
that may actually give you points for being under 25or living at home with
your parents!
How do you score on the table below?
Hypothetical Credit -Scoring Table
Fill out your credit profile try answering the nine questions below in Tablet. Circle the one response that applies
to you, and then find your total score by adding up he points you got for each response. The points are found in
the lower right-hand corner of each box. (For example: if you are under 25 years old, you gel 12 points.) Once
you’ve totaled your score, look at Table 210 find out how good a credit "bet" you may he.

dim?

under 25

25-29
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11111C ill

address?

less than
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auto?

none
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payment?
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cost?
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0

Yes

I
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0

6%-15%

149-5%
41

16

15

164b or
20 over

0

2.
A lender using this scoring table selects a cutoff point from a table like this,
which gauges how likely applicants are to repay loans.
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Legal-ese: Your
Credit Rights
and Obligations
A ccording

to federal law, you
have the right to know what
you’re getting into when you use
credit.
The Truth in Lending Act requires creditors to give you a disclosure statement detailing the
terms of the credit agreement.
Look for the following information:
the total amount financed
the finance charge as an Annual
Percentage Rate (APR) -18 percent, for example
the finance charge in dollars
information on payments: number, amount, due dates, early repayment, etc.
a rundown of any other fees or
charges (late payment, insurance,
etc.)
If the credit agreement involves
merchandise bought on time, creditors are also required to provide:
a description of the merchandise
the cash price
the "deferred payment" price
(price plus total interest)
the amount of any down payment and/or trade-in
What about credit cards? If cards
are lost or stolen, you have an obligation to contact the creditor immediately. If possible, phone and
then follow up with a letter.
In most cases, a quick call means
you are not responsible for the bills
somebody else has run up on your
card. Under some conditions, you
may be liable for up to $50 in
charges.

The "Not-So-Weird"
Science of Creating
the Ideal Computer
System

411Pro/
The Lowdown on
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Is your PC plain vanilla while you
long for a banana split? Have you begun to take another look at your hardorking, faithful, original equipment
and wondered whether or not its time
to add on and/or upgrade the system?
Pitfalls abound. One person’s need
for speed is another’s waste of money.
In a quest for increased memory, do
you simply need to add 64K’s worth of
inexpensive memory, or must you part
with megabucks for megabytes of
memory expansion? Let’s face (or interface) itadding on takes a little
thought.
First, you need to sit down and analyze your specific needs. Exactly how
are you going to use your computer?
Does word processing comprise more
than 90 percent of what you do, or do
you now need a color/graphics
monitor to create dazzling graphics
for art class, draw blueprints for your
architecture course, or even tap into
information resources other than

Cite

nit

those which I he campus librar) can
supply?

Memory: How Much Is
Enough?
Most PCs come with between 64K
and 640K of memory, which can be
significantly increased without having
to buy a whole new machine. If you
want to soup up your computer’s existing memory, the fastest and
least expensive way is to add an "expansion card." Expansion cards often
provide additional capabilities, including an extra serial or parallel port
(socket) for attaching peripherals
such as modems, printers, and joysticksto your system unit. Before
purchasing expansion cards, however,
check to see if your computer has empty slots.
The backbone of your computer is,
of course, its system board (also
known as the "mother board"); and
the second way to boost your PC’s
IlLUSTRATION MY RICHARD PACNEEL

V

"A ttaching a modem to your PC
can cost as little as $100, and widen your
academic and even social horizons
considerablyafter all, some data bases are
dating services!"
memory is to buy a new system board
altogether: a much more drastic and
expensive solution than an expansion
card, which simply plugs into the system board.

Modems: All Alone,
or the Telephone?
Modems (short for modulator
demodulator, phew!) are little paperback-book -sized bundles of circuits
that allow computers to "talk" to
each other via telephone lines. With a
modem, you can buy access to all the
business, scientific, educational, and
other data bases available out there;
without it, you’re computing in splendid isolationnot all bad if all you
need to do is revise that term paper
and correct the spelling on your chemistry homework: Still, attaching a modem to your PC can cost as little as
8100, and widen your academic and
es en social horizons considerably
after all, some data bases are dating
services!
Most modems require an RS-232C
serial port; that is, a socket at the back
of the system unit into which a standard serial-type cable can be plugged.
Be sure that your modem supports
both the 300- and 1200-Baud data
transmission rates. (A "Baud" reflects the number of electronic impulses, or bits, that can be sent or received per second.) Be even more sure
that your PC doesn’t already have a
modem built into it, since many do.
"Smart" (read "expensive") modems contain processors that can be
instructed to perform preset, timed,
dial and redial operations at low traffic hours, even when you’re asleep.

One Floppy Drive, or Two?
Will your PC support the addition
of a second floppy diskette drive? In
other words, is there an available slot
in your system unit, or an available
port for attaching an external one? A
second floppy diskette drive provides
greater flexibility and increased storage for your own data.

Personal Writers:
The In-Between
Machine
Well, no, it’s not exactly a typewriter (can your typewriter automatically count the number of
words you’ve written on any given
2500-word essay?), but it isn’t exactly a PC eitherdo you know
any computers with their printers
built right in?
Personal writers look like PCs
and, as far as word processing goes,
act like PCsthey’re even controlled by semiconductor chips and
utilize floppy disks that can store
up to 140 pages of textbut they
really aren’t PCs.
Introduced to the market more
than a year ago, personal writers
come complete with keyboards,
video displays, spelling checkers,
features that allow you to move,
edit, and rearrange whole blocks of
text at a time. They’ll even print out
endless numbers of copies of whatever information they’ve been fed.
What won’t they do?
Number crunching. Communicating with other computers. Programming. They can’t prepare your
income tax. They won’t keep an inventory control of your loaned-out
rock tapes.
Still, they’re easy to use. You
don’t need to learn anybody’s special software commands to come up
with a neatly organized, correctly
spelled, tidy term paper (with an extra copy to send home to Mom to
show her how hard you’re working). Operating instructions are
simple. You can even change typefaces if you want.
It costs about the same as an excellent electronic typewriter, perhaps less, as these in-between
machines become more popular.

There are 20- to 40-megabyte hard
disks and "hard cards" that can be inserted into the system unit, if space allows. (A megabyte is approximately
equal to a million characters’ worth of
space.) This will give you more than
120 times the storage of an ordinary
diskette, but this can pose increased
demands in time and money for
"backing up" (making second copies
for safe-keeping) of software and
data. Most home PC-users find that
expanding their systems to include two
diskette drives and a hard disk/drive
meets all their storage needs.

Daisies, Dots and Lasers:
A Printer’s Tale
Of course, your PC has a companion printer, probably a dot matrix one
that forms characters by imprinting
clusters of dots on the paper. Clearly,
the greater the number of pins to make
the dots, the better-quality the resultand nine -pin printers are rapidly
giving way to 24-pin printers. Dot matrix printers are relatively fast, and are
able to print graphicsan important
consideration.
Daisywheel printers are quiet and
produce typewriter-quality characters; but they’re slow and expensive,
considering their limitations (the most
minimal graphics capabilities). With
the advent of more advanced printer
technology, they have been steadily
losing popularity.
Laser printers, certainly the most
flexible and highest-quality of all the
printers on the market, are also the
most expensive. You might consider
renting one for such state occasions as
master’s theses and resumi preparations.
As you can sec, adding on to what
you’ve got can provide the biggest
challenge since you unpacked and
plugged in that plain vanilla PC of
yours. But if you need it and can afford it, go for the banana split with
cherries on top!
0
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Plus Presents
a Lineup
of Smart
Buys for 1988

Ford Festiva
Festiva proves that small also can be roomy. Only
140.5 inches long, it has as much room inside as
some cars almost 2 feet longer. And it’s equipped
with power front disc brakes, rack-and-pinion
steering, steel-belted radials, and a MacPherson
front suspension.

Dodge Colt
For the cost-conscious who want quality,
reliability, and fuel economy, this three-door
hatchback offers these features:
Stainless steel exhaust system to help
reduce operating costs
Dual braking system with front disc
brakes and rear self-adjusting drums
Single, rectangular, aerostyle halogen
headlights

Pontiac Sunbird GT
Is your style spirited and sporty? This exciting
turbocharged coupe combines crisp handling with
spirited performance. Look for these standard
features:
Split folding rear seat
Five-speed manual transaxle
AM/FM stereo sound system

Toyota Corolla

Building on its reputation for reliability, the 1988
Corolla features sleek aerodynamic styling
combined with a new responsive, economical 1.6
liter engine. The engine’s power has been increased
by 22 percent without sacrificing its fuel efficiency.

Toyota Tercel
Tercel offers first-time buyers increased
performance with high fuel economy.
Standard features include:
Rack-and-pinion steering
MacPherson struts
Halogen headlamps
One-touch door locks

Dodge Omni
Attention first-time car buyers: this
subcompact was designed with you in mind.
The Omni is backed by a 7-year/70,000-mile
limited warranty on
the power train. Standard features include:
Electric rear window defroster
and wiper/washer
Tinted glass
Steel-belted radial tires

Mercury Tracer
iracer Is a v,e11-equipped, aerodynamically designed
subcompact, featuring flush headlights, taillights
and wraparound bumpers. Inside, the driver’s seat
has a special lumbar support and a two-way lifter,
while the rear seats can be adjusted to three back angle positions.

Pontiac Lemons SE
I hose foggy nights won’t be a problem in this
stylish sedan. Equipped with fog lamps, European
trim, front bucket seat height adjusters, tilt steering
wheel, and split folding rear seat, the Lemans SE
says luxury and convenience inside and out.

PHOTOGRAPHS
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Under the Sun
Summer break is almost here and
you’re ready to hit the beach, jog
down the coast, or just stroll beneath
the blue sky. But while you’re basking
in the warm rays, be sure to protect
your eyes and skin.
Shades for Protection Plus
Sunglasses serve two purposes: they
give you the look you want, and they
protect your eyes from harmful rays.
Almost everyone is wearing sunglasses: more than 190 million pairs of
sunglasses were purchased in the U.S.
in 1987, and there are only 230 million
people in the whole country! It’s a SI
billion industry with a variety of styles
that’s astoundingyou can buy a pair
to match your clothing, to wear at the
beach, for driving, or for strolling
around.
No matter what your reason for
choosing sunglasses, check the quality
of the glasses before you buy. Make
sure the lenses are perfectly matched in
color and absorption. Lenses should
screen out from 75 percent to 90 percent of the available sunlight and be
made of quality impact-resistant glass
or plastic. Frames should fit comfortably and stay in place; the temple
pieces should not block side vision.
To judge the optical quality of a
pair of sunglasses, try this test developed by the American Optometric Association: Hold the glasses at arm’s
length and look through them at a
straight line in the distance, such as the
edge of a door. Slowly move the lenses
across the straight line. If the line distorts, sways, curves, or moves, the
lenses are not optically acceptable and
may cause discomfort to the wearer.
PHOTOGRAPH MY ROIIERT KEELING

A Healthy Glow
You’ve been waiting all year to get
out in the sun and get a terrific tan.
Those rays may feel good, but they
also can be harmful to your skin.
The American Academy of Dermatology recommends that everyone
who is outside and exposed to the sun
wear a sunscreen of SPF (Sun Protection Factor) 15. Check the label when
you buy suntanning and sunscreening
products. Usually 15 is enough
protection for the average
person, but you can get
protection up to SPF34.
You will still get tan
with a sunscreen of IS,
and although it will
take longer than if
you used a lower
screen, you will be
protected from the aging and
potentially carcinogenic
effects of the sun.
Ready, Set Sun
With your sunglasses on
and your sunscreen rubbed in,
you’re ready to catch
some rays. Remember
not to overdo it
by staying out too
long in the sun,
and don’t forget to
reapply your
protection
after swimming or long
periods of
exposure.
And...
have fun!
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Miles to Go . .
and money to spare
Summer vacation isn’t far away and
you’re thinking about doing the
Grand Tour of Europe this summer,
or maybe basking in the sun on a white
sand beach. Unless your idea of a
vacation is to travel first class all the
way, there’s usually a way to take a
vacation and not spend a fortune.
First, decide where you want to go.
There are hundreds of exciting, exotic,
fascinating, and restful places to visit,
and you have to choose the one that’s
right for you. Travel agents, guidebooks, and experienced travelers can
be helpful in making your decision.
Talk to someone whose tastes are
similar to yours. Or check guidebooks
and read up on places that catch your
interest. Once you’ve found a place
that sounds appealing, find out as
much information as you can. Read
up on the history, climate, culture,
and attractions.
Travel agencies can be a useful tool
in planning a vacation, but like any
other business, they’re there to make
money. The best way to get the cheapest accommodations and airfares is to
use your own resources as well as your
travel agent’s. Comparison shop as
you would do with any other purchase. Tell the travel agent you want
the lowest possible prices and work up
from there, adding the amenities you
want. You might not want to go economy class all the way, but at least
you’ll know what the rock bottom
prices are and can decide which
It(USIIAUON Iv LYNDA SARItv
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amenities are important to you.
Check into package deals that include airfare, accommodations, and
meals. They can be a good savings
depending upon where you want to
travel. Pick up some guidebooks and
find out the individual prices of rooms
and meals, as well as airfares, and
compare them with what the package
charges. Remember that tips, transfers, taxes, and other costs are usually
included in package trips. Count these
expenses into your total cost.
Your personal style
If you’re interested in a specific type
of vacationa biking tour or a week
in the wilderness, for examplecheck
with organizations such as the Sierra
Club and International Youth
Hostels. They, along with many other
organizations and clubs, offer trips
tailored to specific interests or sports.
Decide if you want time to yourself
or want to be with someone. Traveling
alone can be a great opportunity for
meeting people and being able to do
exactly what you want. But there’s
also the possibility of eating alone and
not has ing someone to share your experiences with.
Cash, check or charge
Ira% eler’s check-, are the safest way
to carry money because they can be replaced if stolen.
If your vacation involves traveling
to several countries, have your travel-
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er’s checks issued in U.S. currency and
then exchange money as you travel. If
you’re going to be in just one country,
it’s easier to have your traveler’s
checks in the native currency. Also,
when you exchange money, the more
money you cash, the better your exchange rate will be. It might be wise to
pool your money with your traveling
companions when you exchange currency to obtain a better rate. Take
along $50 to $75 in the currency of the
first country you visit if you’re traveling out of the country.
Credit cards are also a must for
emergencies or for buying the unexpected purchase you can’t pass up.
Also, when you charge a purchase,
you receive the exchange rate from the
financial institution that issued the
credit card. That rate is usually better
than the one the store will give you.
Packing it up
Most people pack more than they’ll
ever need for a trip. Try to keep luggage down to a minimum. Take along
clothes that don’t wrinkle or show
stains and spots. The layered look is
great for traveling because you can adjust to the changes in temperature during the day. And always take comfortable walking shoes along, as well as a

rain poncho. It’s also a good idea to
have one nice outfit along just in case
you want to splurge and have an evening out on the town.
Booking your trip
It mere booking through a discount travel package, make sure you
get all the details and read the fine
print. Get everything in writing, including the name of the hotel and airline, restrictions, refund policy, and a
listing of all the features you are entitled to.
If you’re not traveling on a tour,
make a reservation for your first
night’s stay, especially if you’re going
to arrive late or have an overseas
flight. Tourist information centers
can help you find a room when you arrive if you haven’t reserved one in advance. They usually charge a small
service fee.
Colleges and universities sometimes
rent rooms during the summer months
for very reasonable rates, but call
ahead for information.
If you’re a member of International
Youth Hostels, you can obtain a directory of hostels worldwide and stay
there. Hostels are inexpensive and the
accommodations are always clean, if
spare.

Get Your Papers in Order
To get your first passport, apply in person at a U.S. passport agency, designated post office, or clerk of court. You will need to complete an application form and show proof of citizenship and identity. Use your birth certificate or naturalization papers for proof of citizenship, and driver’s license or
other photo ID for identity.
You will also need two front-view, 2-inch -by-2-inch photographs to accompany your application. They can be color or black and white
photographs, but they should be identical and no more than six months old
when you apply for your passport. The fee for an adult passport (18 years or
older) is $42 and it is valid for 10 years. The fee for persons 17 years old and
under is $27 and the passport is valid for five years.
Some countries also require visas. Contact a travel agency or the consulates
or embassies of the countries you plan to visit to see if you’ll need a visa. Visas
can take longer to obtain than passports, so don’t delay in applying for one.
You will need to send in your passport and passport-style photos with your
visa application. Check to see how many photos you will have to include.
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Be prepared
The best way to travel is to be prepared. Find out as much as you can
about the place you’re visiting, take
along some emergency cash, keep a list
of your traveler’s check numbers in
your suitcase as well as on your person, and have a great time.

Rental Cars
Having a rental car at your disposal when you’re on vacation
can be a great convenience. Almost
all rental car companies require a
major credit card in your own name
and that you be at least 18 years old
in order to rent a car. Once you’ve
determined that you qualify, start
checking out prices.
Many discount rates are available. If you’re a member of a motor
club, you may qualify for a discount rate. Also, find out if one of
your parents receives a corporate
rate from an employer or belongs to
an organization that qualifies for a
discount. But make sure that these
discounts are the lowest rates available to you. Sometimes the car rental company offers a special rate
that’s lower.
Be sure to ask these questions: Is
there a different rate if you change
you plans mid-trip? Is it more economical to rent weekly or daily?
Are there drop-off charges? What
is the mileage allowance and what is
the cost per mile after you have
reached your allowance? Is there a
refill charge if you return the car
with less than a full tank of gasoline?
What about insurance? Your
own car insurance policy may cover
rental cars. Even if you’re covered,
you may want to consider taking
the collision/damage waiver for additional protection. If you’re planning to rent a car while traveling in
Europe, you must have an International Driving Permit. These are
available at American Automobile
Association offices for a small fee.

Break the job barrier.

Online Computing Power
from CompuServe Puts
You Ahead of the Pack.
No matter what kind of personal
computer you have, Passing Gear
from CompuServe turns it into a
powerful career-launching tool.
Passing Gear indudes a membership to the CompuServe Information Servicemore than 700
offerings in all, including specific
services developed to give students
nearing graduation serious joblanding advantages.
And now, Passing Gear is available to students at incredible savings.

scheduled online conferences or via
electronic mail.
You’ll meet a forward-thinking
audience on CompuServe, where the
informal interview is the natural way
to get around.
Add a New Dimension
to Research.
CompuServe connects you to
reference resources you simply can’t
access any more conveniently than
online. Use online gateways to tap the
financial, scientific, and business
resources of top database services.

Lead a Revolution.
A Passing Gear membership
includes everything you need to lead
Make Your Own Breaks.
the communications revolution for
A special area for students, called just $12.95 (plus shipping and hanOnline Campus, unites CompuServe dling). Online charges start as low as
product areas of interest to collegians. 10 cents a minute.
Order now and receive a free
Learn how to build a support group
of seasoned professionals through elec- Passing Gear T-shirt just for being a
tronic networking. Join CompuServe’s campus innovator.
To order, call 800-848-8199 and
professional Forums in your field to
ask for Representative #6. In Ohio,
make influential contacts... through

call 614-457-0802. Or, to request
more information, fill out and return
this coupon.

0 Send more information about
CompuServe Passing Gear.
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An KIR Block Company

WHO

Wants to Know?

My parents want me to
phone home while I’m
away at school. What’s the best
way to keep telephone costs
down?
ACheck with your long-distance company. Chances are
there is a special plan that lets you call
home and pay one predetermined
hourly rate.
If you call on weekends and at
night, many long-distance companies
offer a flat hourly rate, no matter
where you call. So you can call your
girlfriend in New York, and your parents in New Jersey, and know that
both calls cost only a set price.
It may also pay to comparisonshop. Look at your phone bills for the
past several months to get an idea of
your average bill. Then call the longdistance phone companies to compare
rates. Most of them have toll-free 800
numbers.
If you make calls from a pay phone,
you can save as much as $1.05 a call by
charging calls to a personal telephone
card number rather than calling collect. You can use any long-distance
company’s phone card to charge calls
made over its network or over its competitors’ networks.
A few new long-distance companies
are offering a flat monthly rate to people who make a lot of long-distance
calls. Beware of offers that allow you
to make as many calls as you like for a
set fee each month. These companies
typically work on a pay-now-dial-later
basis. You pay your bill at the beginning of each month for future service,
and these companies may not deliver
the service you paid for. Flat -rate
companies buy phone lines from the
larger phone companies, then resell
the phone service to individuals. They
don’t want to buy more phone lines
than they may need, so if they underestimate customer usage, you’re without phone service.
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I may need a loan to
help meet my tuition
bills. Where do I look for the
money?
AMake an appointment with
a lendera bank, savings
and loan, or credit unionto talk
about Guaranteed Student Loans. If
you meet certain eligibility requirements, you may borrow up to $2,625
per academic year for the first two
years and $4,000 annually for the remaining years, for a maximum loan of
$17,250.
Graduate students are eligible for
loans up to $7,500 annually, to a maximum loan of $54,750. Repayment
generally begins six months after
graduation. The minimum annual
payment is $600.
Because these education loans are
guaranteed by the federal government, lenders’ qualifying standards
are usually less stringent than for other
education loans. The federal government, however, guarantees loans for
needy students only. Prior to the passage of the 1986 legislation on higher
education, students with annual family
incomes of $30,000 or less could bor-

row through the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program with no questions
asked. Now all students have to prove
financial need by filling out a form
supplied by their school.
If you’re interested in a loan, you
have plenty of company. The College
Board reports that one-third to onehalf of all students do some
borrowing.
Another option is the Student Loan
Marketing Association, a government-chartered, publicly owned corporation, that offers loans called Sallie Macs. The Association buys guaranteed loans from lenders, pools
them, and issues its own securities.
Thus, lenders are able to clear old
loans off their books and offer new
ones.
PLUS (Parent Loans for Undergraduate Students) loans are federally
funded and you do not have to prove
financial need to receive one. The
maximum PLUS loan is $4,000 a year
and parents can get these loans
through participating financial institutions. Repayment begins within 60
days after you take out a PLUS loan.
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JAMMIN’ NIGHTS SWEEPSTAKES
RULES AND REGULATIONS
1. To enter, mail in an official entry form or send your
name, address and phone number on a 3" x 5"
card, on which is written: "Jammin’ with Coors
Light".
2. Contestants may enter as often as they wish, but
only one entry is allowed per envelope.
3. All entrants must be at least 21 years old, and
residents of U.S.A
4. Prizes include: 10 trips for two to Jamaica for the
11th Annual Sunsplash Music Festival in August,
1988. Departure date is August 14, 1988. The
Adolph Coors Company reserves the right to
change departure date. Prizes are non-transferable,
non-exchangeable and non -redeemable for cash.
5. All prizes will be awarded. A list of winners can be
obtained by sending a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to: Coors Light Jammin’ Nights,
PO. Box 3126, Northbrook, IL 60065. Request
must be submitted prior to July 15, 1988.
6. Limit of one prize per family or address.
7. Entries must be postmarked by June 1, 1988.

MAIL YOUR ENTRY TO.
8. Winners will be notified by July 1, 1988.
9. Decision of judges is final.
10. All taxes are the responsibility of the winners.
11. Void where prohibited. All federal, state and
local laws apply.
12. Each entrant on behalf of himself or herself, his
or her heirs, executors, personal representative and
assigns, agrees to hold the sponsor and organizers,
their respective directors, officers, successors or
assigns or agents or employees harmless from any
claims arising as a result of his or her entering or
participating in this sweepstakes.
13. Prize winners must sign a release allowing the
use of their name and/or likeness for advertising or
promotional purposes.
14. The judges, employees of American
Consulting, A-3 Services, Air Jamaica, participating
travel agencies, Coors and its distributors, retail
alcohol beverage licensees and their employees
and their families are ineligible to participate.

e0024 LIGHT V4/0fiti#t.

PO BOX 3126, NORTHBROOK, IL 60065
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5
6
7

NAME

AGE

ADDRESS

Yes’ I would like tc enter The Coors Light Jammon. Night Sweepstakes
CITY/STATE/ZIP
By checking this box I verify that I am at least 21 years old. No Purchase Necessary
Ordered Quantity Price
Total
Quantity Price
DEASN51:;ieMric Numes
’Silver Bullet" guitar
629900
8 BULA multi.print beach bag
$14 95
BOLLE mint greer
9 BULA Row.,
sunglasses w/100% UV
cotton/neoprene visor
$
795
Protection
$ 18 00
10 VILLAGE MEWS’"BeerWoll
s der 100% cotton ’shirt
AS0,61‘CO
0esVE :Walkman stereo
,
25 95
0 001109
12 50
11 Coors Light Jammin’
Glow-enthe.clark"
t*.’ Cotton lanktop
slip-on canvas shoes
7,913h3t
$ 900
(Please indicate size)
$ 31 95
12 [Coo0rs1:
.r::hwdenim
Ja m
111400:3 cotton beach cap
i004: onvolleyshorts
with oversized bill
Specify waist measurement
$ 13 95
4 79
13
Straw fedora with
jacket featuring "Lip-Synch"
stonewashed denim hat band
em.roi.er. design
799
00001=
[tv1I1
u’r16print reggae beret
$ 85 00
14
Coors
Light
$ 750
rope hammock
$10000
Please allow 68 weeks delivery Void where prohibited or
Valid in U S A only Offer expires July 1, 1988
restricted by law Quantities limited and subject to availability
ltademark usage under license by
This offer is for contemporary adult merchandise and posters
Adolph Coors Company. Golden Colorado

TELEPHONE NUMBER
Quantity

Plies

15 BULA" multi-print
Finder" cap
18 Black Tie and Jams Poster
19’. 28t"tich
17’ Silver bullet Poster

750
200

18 Windsurfer Poster

200

19 Female
Ma"le’Ta3n5n"ing Scale Poster
21"
20 Male Tanning Scale Poste
12"12
Blonde Be
Poste,
16,6"
22 46"
SilverBulletBeach
art Poster 34. .

200
200
200
200

200
Please Enclose Appropriate State Tax
Total Amount Enclosed $

Total

